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I

Within the system of education that prevails in the United
States, the primary and fundamentaTivsponsibility for public
education rests with the individual. states; and within each
state, a state education agency, headed by a chief state school
officer, is responsible for the administratiom; supervision, and
general operation of the educational program in the state. Tele
degree to which the state education agencies have been able
to assume their responsibilities is dug in large measureto the
leadershii5 and vision that has beet demonstrated-by the chief'
state school officers. It is the chief state school officer who has
the ultimate responsibility for leadership of the educational
program in his or her state an educational program which
Oincompasses all of public education. spanning gOineral and
vocational, and Which includes all potential learners as clientk.

In seeking to meet their leadership responsibilities, the
chief state schciol officers through their professional organ-
ization, the Council of Chief State School Officers have con-
sistently indicated both, a willingness to explore and a desire
to. test ideak that might potentially benefit or improve upon
the existing educational program. Such a commitment has
been =made by the Council of Chief State School Officers rela-
tive, to career education..

4,
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8 CARE EFC E DUCATION:

When' the concept of career edtication, was first advanced
in 1971 by Sidney, P. Marland, at tyat time Commissioner of
Education inthe U.S. Office of Education,^inany leaders and
educational organizations seemed to agree- withlihe concept,
it least in principle. The Council of Chief State School Officers,
comprised of'the educational leaders charged with theespon-
sibility for the educational programs in each state, not only

with the concept, but has gone on record as strongly
supportipg career eduCatiOn as a means of more adequately
meeting .the educational and life needs of learners.

The Council, however, recognizes that in American edu-
'cation tbere have been many educational innovations .that.
have appeared upon and then disappeated from the educational
scene. Some have disappeared because of misinformation, un-
realistic expectations, or sheer impracticability. Others liaVe

4' disappeared because adequate foundational efforts weredot
made before implementation was attemped. Still others have
vanished because they did not...mesh with existing value sys-
terns; goal statements, or educational priorities; And of course
there have been educational innovations which have had a high .

degree of emotional appeal -- popular appeal and which hax;e
caused large numbers to "get on the bandwagon."

Cognizant as it was of the caveats concerning educational
innovations, yet highly supportive of the concept of career
education, the Council initiated procedures that would (a) ade-,
quately account for the several.caveats and (b) encourage and
enhance the solid implementation of career education. A major

A step in this direction %as the preparation, submission, and
subsequent,pproval of a proposal toihe U.S. OffiC:Pof Educa-
tion for a study to be conducted of career education..

The study, funded for a twelve-month Period by USOE,
started in the spring of 1973 and ended in May 1974. It was.
"designed to enable the chief state school officers and their
respective state education agencies to have ready access to
information about career education: what it is, how it might
operate; what,,its goals and purpOses are, and the like. In addi-
tion, it was hoped, that the project would also provide chief
state school officers and state education agencies with models,
alternatives, and guidelines that would be of ,.value to them
in their efforts to implement or expand career education pro-

9



21 PRIORITY OrTHE CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS, 9

grams. Specifically, it was intended that the project would
review and make recommendations Concoriiing:

(1) The concepts of career education

g (2) identificatiOn of appropriate eleinents of career edu-
cation re,

V.e
(3). Development and adaptation of curriculum' materials

for career education . '

(4) Methods- of state-level organization and leadership of-
career education progiams

With both the bpoad goalsand specific purposes in mind, per-
sonnet in the pioject throughout itkeration gathered, assam:
bled, synthesized, and disseminated informktion as it relates ,

to career education.
The information which was used in the preparation of

project materials was gathered in a variety of ways and froth
a variety of sources. For gxaMple, information relitling to the
concept orcareer education was obtained mainly from profes-
sional literature and state plans or.statementS.,.. Information
:about stWe-level organization, on the other hand, was dathOed
largely through questionnaires (see chapter I for results) or
personal contacts and on-site visits. The project also produced
a fairly comprehensive collection of documents relating to
career education operation's in several states. (This has also
served as an excellent source of information about various
models crud alternatives.) Finally, a most important source of
information was found to be state directors (or coordinators).
of career education in, each of the participating states. Because
of the information that was assembled and of the assistance
given by persimnel, in. the state education agencies, it was poS-

-. sible for those working in the project to englige in a series of
pertinent activities, to produce a series of reports, and lo par:
ticipate in and spOusor. leadership efforts in career education.
(Subsequently, a conference reported later in the book was
held j,n Ditlas, Texas, on April, 29 and 30 and May 1, 1974; the
degree of response is indicated by the representation at the
conference.: 43 states and three territories.)

As for the reports five paperi were written and were then
compiled into a final.reprt to OSOE.,These now become chap-

, t
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tern 1 through 5 of this book. The original study, titled "Career
Education in Public Edpcation::Mission, Goals, and Metho,ds,"
can be obtained from the ERIC Clearinghouse Career Edu-
cation (CE.002 152-002-158). This book, it isihoped;will bene-
fit not only, advocates and practitioners of but also neophytes
in career education. o

in the original report, each paper carried its own preface;
but because some of these w6re identical( the prefaces are
pnnted here..
,Preface to Chapter I

The education'sys4tem that exists in the United States in
the mid-1970s has often been described as a' system in which
nineteenth century' rnexhods and concepts are being used to
help twentieth century youngsters learn to cape with life as it

-will exist in the latter .years of the twentieth century and in 1)
the first third of the twenty-first century. For some educlitors
and lay citizens: such 4 characterization may be inaccurate
and hence unworthy of consideration. But for others, the char- .
actenzation seems to portray, with painful accuracy, the cur--,,
rent scene in American education:

Educational lenders who perceive even an element.of truth
in the above description have exhibited deep concern about
the educational program and have raised seriousiquestions.
While doing so, they have heen, and are, engaged in various
endelivors and activities in their search for plausible and pos-
sible solutions.'

Concerns, questions, and activities such as thesehave been,
over the years, largely responsible for many of the major
changes that hive occurred. in American education.zIndeed,
similar concern, stddy, and action, will' undoubtedly continue- -
to he the hallmarks for major changes in the education system
in future years.

At the present time, as a result of the voicing of seriopa
ooncern about the relationship of the education system to the')
world of work, questions are again being raised, and attempts

4, are being made to fine ways of achieving a long-honoted,:but
often ignored, educational ,goal: helping students beCorne use-
ful, contributing, aqd productive ineitiberS of the society in

.
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which they will live. As one consequenc of these efforts, it is , I

becoming evident that a new role or at least a new, emphasis
. will be identifiAl or defined for Atherican education. In the
new role that is beginning to _emerge, it is evident that the
education system will in all likelihood address itself En. more
direct fashion than ever before toways of helping individuals
prepare la Ftdial life eareers, as opposed to preparing them for
specific occupations only or .for further education _oily. The
education system, as it assumes its new role, will have as its
primary focus the total-career process of every individual a
process that extends from an individual's early childhood yeaNs
through the, mature adult retirement years.

The emerging redefinition of the role or purpose of educe- t

Lion, as indicated above, has resulted in the development and
wide acceptance of a new and promising concept: careeeeduca-
Lion. By ffectively'using this concept, educators might pos-
sibly narr w the gap which some say exists in the education
'system etween* the .nineteenth and twenty, -first centuries.
In any event, pro, and carefully considered Use of the con-
ept should result in the creation of a more meaningful learn-

ing environinent for all. . < .

Preface to Chapter 2

The Roman philosopher, Seneca, is supposed to have ob-
served that unless you-know what port you are sailing to, the
directionof the wind makes little difference. This observation,
it weyld seem, has considerable. relevance fOr educators who
are conscieb tiotily attempting to transform the concept of
career education into a viable educational process. Unless the
goal(of career education are clger understood and accepted
by those concerned the process that is initiated is likely to
be of little donsequence in the final analysis.

In 91e. *receding paper of this series [chapter 1] mention
was rAde of tile fact that from the many.inn6vations in edu
cation that have been introduced, few have really been actually
incorporated ink the education system. The leek of clarity of
purpose or .goals may well have been a contributing factor.
PerhaPsias has been'suggested in a recent publication, of the'
United States Chamber of Commerse,,innovative educators,
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in their hate to arrive at the4soluti6ti to a problem, have indeed
been prone to "jump right Over the problem..and into the solu-

other words, they may have neglected to asoertain
wliat it-was they.wanted to accomplish.

As e orts to expand the.tise of the concept of career educe-
tionco nue; care must, be exercised by educatiOnaI leaders
to ensu that the goals the overriding purposes do not
become f ded, dim, Jor unrecognizable. .

boa and pOrposes are, "of necessity. and,, by Aefinition,
broad in stove. They attempt to ptovide answers toluestions
such' as: .

.
-

, (1) Whatdb we want our, children to become_,._
(2) What do we want children to-Value?f. \

T

(3) How do we want children to beave?
(44 What do we want children to know about themselves' .

and the world about them?'

What do we want children to be able to feel, touch,
smell;see, and hear?

(6) What abilities do ve want children to develop? rt

(7) Wt tasks should hildren be able to perform?
.(8). What' should children know about driving pleasure?

About freedom? About responsibility'?

(9) What should children knew about making choices and
selecting alternatives? And holy can they learn to deal
c'Oriltructively with-the constant fact of change?

It should be emphasized that while goal=s may differ somewhat,
or May be iirased in different wayi, they are more likely to
be similar than different -7 assuming that they are well-thought
out and commonly accepted.

Some of the purposes and rats of careereducation are
exarfiined. and e4 -inckgpter 2. Educators' -who'
responsibi for the development and implemeVation of ,

cf)ree education nay choose to add others or to modify those-
that are discussed'. 4rrpspeqive of the toals.that are defined,
however, they should reflect the basic purposea`of the endeavor.
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And at the same tire, iris imperative that they also reflect the
Idea that career lucation, as it issperceived,.is a means to an
end not an end in :find of itself,

Preface to Chapters 3 a
.

nct 4 .
. . . . . - .

As pointed cmit in the preface to chapetr 2 of this series,
peoRle should know where they want to go beforeithey set out
on a journey.Siatedip mole explicit fashion, they should knoW
What they want to do or accOmptishbefore they begin the task.

In much the same vein, it is necessary for 09ople, as they,
galsals arid, purposes, to hake some idea of the options

thatlirb open to them. For example, when one considers travel
from one place to another, numerous options'are,available and

-"should'be carefully considered before one decides oh the route
to be taken, the mode of travel, and perhaps tpg time frame c'
to be used. . , .

. So it is wit h-careeiteducation efforts: When a determina- .

tion'of purpose has been made.and agreed upon, those respOn-
- sit& for implemeptation will need to consider the many options

that,are open to them, of materials 'that might be employed,
.. target po ations, and the 4like. 1 .

To b re, thpse responsible r implementation of career
educati rograml wilt obviously ave to consider the options
in light of varying conditions, con
might exist in a given communit
the need to know the options t

raints, and restraints that
But this in no wad- negates

at exist and how each might
.facilitate installation or expansion of career education efforts.

Chapters 3 and 4 of this series, having to do with materials
and` modals respectively, are intended -to be ofvassistance to
state education agency personnel as they continue in their. ,

efforts to make career education a reality in their states.
-

Preface to Chapter 5
0

In the preceding four chapters of/this series, an attempt
has been made to gather together, synthesize, and disseminate
information relating to career education. Chapter 1 traced the
evolution and development 44 the career ed*tion -concept
and pointed out the variogs ways in whicl it has been defined.

r ,14
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.it also implied a need for someome common frame of reference for
career education among state education agencies and presented
several broad ,issues which should be seriously considered b4
those agencies as they continue to implement the concept.

In chapter 2, the various reasons why career education
appears to hold significant potential for neededgeforms,in edu-
cation were /presented. Implicit in chapter 2 is the caution that
as state .education agencies either plan or implernent.career
education programs, they should carefully examine and per-
haps redefine or modify the purposes that have been given to
ensure that the goals the expected outcomes are clear.
. As was implied in chapter 3, specifically designed tools are *

needed for certain tasks. In this vein, various "tools" (i.e., cur-
. ricular .materials) thatb have been developed for use in the'\imoleapithtation of career e4ii ation effort4 were presented. In

additipm'some of fire criteriaf ' such cools and materials were
also discussed.' 44 , 1V ,.
! In chapter 4, the necessary coniPonents. of career eduetn,

.. as.it has been treated in the terilift, were discussed, as wer he
several characteristics which appear to be common .to most

'career' education ptograTs or dethtions. In addition, repre-
seritative models OrScheMata that have* been developed and *

'used by state education a,gbneies were included.
In this paper, the role of 'the state education agencty;. as it

relates to career education, is discussed, as are several strate-
gies that might be used. Finally, from the information gathered
and disseminated, several implications for state education
agencies seem ap nt. TheAe are also disC ed.

Collectively, the pers in this series hould ser4 as
valuable resource and r erence as well as dource of ideas for
chief state school office and their staffs a they continu to
translate career education from a concept to a functional and
operational reality. r ,

Conclusion

The preface to c apter I was written by Byron W. Hans-
ford, Executive cretary of the Council of Chief State School
Officers.Those for chapters 2 through 4 were Written by David

Jesser, Director' of this project. .And last...Zut not least,
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chapter 5-was prefaced bmtWilliam I. Israel, Director of Special
projects, Council of Chief State School Officers. .

The Council is appreciative of having had the opportunity
to actively participate in the study. It has been informative
and useful. Much informationthas been gathered and distrib-
uEed to chief state school 'officers and to their_ staffs. Many
alternatiye, methods, models, and definitions have been pre'
seated as a result of other project efforts; it has been possible
to ascertain that much has already been accomplished. At the
same time, there still remains much to be done before career
education will truly be part of the totk edUcation system. More
information will have to be gathered; more "risk capital' will
have to be made available; teacher preparation programs will
have to be changed. These are but a few tasks which remain. It
is the hope of the Council that in a continuation of'the current
effort, the necessary tasks can be undertaken..

t We also wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance and
support -that has been provided by the Council of dhief State
School Officers and its Committee on Career Education;
headed by Cecil E. Stanley, Commissioner of Education for

. Nebraska. At the sam,e titlie, we want to express our appreciev,
tion to Kenneth B. Hoyt, Sidney High, Gerald Elbers and
Elizabeth Simpson, all of the U.S. Office of Education; for their
assistance and support.

A:

II.

David L. Jesser
Project Director 1
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The
Concept
of Career
Education

4k.

DaVid L. Jesset.

)-

From time to time4hroughout the historycof educational
thought and development in the Urfited Stites, concerns and
doubts ha ve, been raised about 'various aspec ofithe education
system. As a result, many suggestions and recornitendations
concerning ways in which the perceived inadequacies, inequi-
ties. anddeficiencies might beremedied have been made. Some
have rkulted in lasting and significant changes in thesystem;

"The higlT,school, the industrial arts curriculum, and vocational
education prograths are but a few-examples'of lasting and sig-.
nificant changes that have been effected as a result of serious
andoverriding concerns relating to perceived inadequacies of
the educailal program.

Owthe her hand, the literature is replete with examples
i4faestions and reibommendations for change 'that were

offeri7 (and in someotriitances implemented on a somewhat
limited and localized basis) but had little or no lasting impact
on American echication. New or different curricular approaches
have been suggested and developed; hew and different organi-
zational patterns have been created; new and dikerent admin-
istrative arrangements have been attempted; and hew and
different architectural !lettings have been design.fd and built.
These are some examples of changes tHat have been suggested
but which have not had the impact desired by those, yvho
propose then:

.
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Of all .the suggeitions and recommendations that bave..
en made relating to desired changes in the Kmerican 'educe- 's"

tio system, however, few lave been met with such instant
acceptance as has the concept of career education. As is noted
in a subsequent section, there are those who would assert that
the concept,in various forms has existed for a long While. .But
it was not until early in 1971 that it was introduced as a single,
and reEognizable suggestion for a major change in the educe- .

tion system. Sidney P. Marland, the U.S. commissioner of.
Education in the U.S. Department of Health,-Education, and
Welfare, (HEW), presented. the suggestion =together 'with the
concept to members of the National Association of Secon-
dary School Principals who were meeting in Houston in Janu-
ary 1971. In thetrelatively short -tame since its introduction,
the concept has burgeoned, with an almost supelpova:like
quality, across the nation alid has had irrimempact on
every educational level with a vigor seldom witnessed in edu-
cation in the United States. The manner in'which it has been
received has -suggested that career education is a concept
"whose time had come" (Hoyt et ca., 1974, .p. 11).

The rapidity with which the concept of career education
has been accepted, together with the almkst messianic fervor
with which many educational leaders have embraced it, is no
doubt a reflection of innumerable concerns and doubts about
the validity of the roles and functions of education and ediica,
tors, together with concerns and doubts relating to the reli-
ability wi which the education system is performing its
perceived i les and functions. In a more global 'sense, the
rapidity of a eptance is perhaps a reflection of a basic concern

-libout societally based problems which are 'becoming increas-
ingly evident in the Urited States diving the wailing years of
the twentieth century. Concerns about the education system,
together with concerns about broad-based societal problems,
-have again caused educators. and concerned citizens to search,
for ''better ways." And they seem to perceive career education
as a way to }help:

(1) The forty million elementary school children who need
career orientation

(2) The 7.5 million young people who seek employment
after graduation

i. 8
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(3) The unemployed, or soon to be unemployed, workers
not expecting callback because of shifts.in" technology
or shifts in labor market demand

(4) The highly mptivated working poor stuck in
low-paying jobs, who need to hold two jobs lo earn
enough to cover their family needs

(5) The mothers of of -age children wit need and .waht
to reenter. abor market

(6) Older workers; involuntarily retired, WhO want to con-
' tinue fo work but need a marketable skill

(7) The more than three hundred thousand mental hospital
patient& discharged every year who need a marketable
skill to sustain themselves

(8) The inmates' in our prisons who need pre- and potst-
Orelease skills training to cut down on the high rate of

. recidi*m
(9) The more than three million children and youth con-

sidered to be leirning handicapped, who are prime can-
didates. for special training prcigrams that will provide
them with the economic or psychological means to be
fulfilled individuals

. .
For many concerned educators, legislators, parents, and

'taxpayers, career education holds the promise and the poten-
tial of greatly helping society cope with the problems of the A
many individuals alluded to above. At the same time, and moreg3

y.himportant, they see in caree ducation a means of helpinithe
individual to be better equ ped to aggressively resolve, as well
as to cope with, the many problems of society.

. . ,

. What Is Career Education?

It has been suggested that career education, at least at the
present time, might best be described' as a concept in search
of a definition. This observation, it should be noted, may not
be completely accurate in aikteral sense because, as has been-'
observed, there are perhapsas many definitions of career edu-
cation as there are people who are trying to develop or imple
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ment programs. But as the obseikation implies, there is an
ackpaient lack of unanimity ,concerning the definition, i( not
the meaning, of career education.

It should be recognized by all c(incerned that there is a
-genuine need for at least a broad definition of career education
that would establish a perceptual frartiework or pacarneter
which educators might be ableto function, but which at the
game time would provide the freedom for needed adaptation..
As pointed'out in a later section, many such broad definitiori
of career education' have been deVeloped by state education
agencies, An example that would be of value in the context of
the immediate discuision, however, is a definition that has
been developed by the Task Force ora-Career Education of the
Council of Chief State School Officers (ccsso):

Career education is essentially an instructional
strategy, aimed at improving edticational outcomes by
relating teaching and learning activities to the con-
cept of career development. Career education extends
the academic world to the world of work. In scope,
Career education encompasses educational experiences
°beginning with eariy_ childhood and continuing
throughout the idividual's productive life. A com-
plete program of career education' includes awareness
of the world of work, broad orientation to Occupations-
(professional and nonprofessional), in-depth explora-
dim of selected clusters, career preparation, an under-
standing of the economic system of which jcihs are a
part, and placement for all students.

. While the preceding .definition (or a similar one) will be
adecitiate for many, it should be recognized° that for some
educators and Jay citizens, loose or broad definitions do'rlot
sutfice..There are those who prefer if not actually require
a recipe or somewhat definitive prepackaged program of career
education.' There is need for clear meaning; yet there is risk'
inherent in any kind of rigid prescription. No doubt this is
what Dr. Marland had in mind when he indicated that divel:
°pint such a constraining definition would be the best way to
kill the whole idea" (1972,. p. 9). -

While there are those (Marland, for example] -who would
see a positive value in having no single definition or "Official"
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designation, it is interesting to note that numerous references
in the literature contaitklefinitions which have been developed.'
Hoyt et al. (1974) implied .that. a lack of definition-of career.
education existed' when they suggested that it was a "concept.
in search of a definition." They then went on to offer a.

. .

.aefinition:

Career education is the,total effort of public education
and the community to help all individuals become
familiar with-thevalues of a work-oriented society, to
integrate these values into their personal value sys-
tems; and to implement these values into their lives
in such a way thPt work becomes possible, meaningful,

-and satisfying to each individual (pp. 15 and 100). 1711b

. 'In similar fashigg, while Marlandindichted explicitly that ',
career educatiortahould not be defined or prescribed in W.ash-
ington, liewiffered some advice that suggested that career
'education should not be perclivecl as:

''(1) A renaming of vocational - technical' eddcation

(i)" ith anti-intellectual conpiracy , -. .

. (3) A way to discourage poor and minority young people
% from going to college , , ..

,

. (4) -Being limitecP to elementary and secondary

(5) Sinif4y a means of getting a job

In a more positive vein, Mayland (1972) suggested that
career. ed ucatign is or should, be perceived ast,

.
:.. the companion to academic preparation at every
grade level, from kindergarten through graduate. ,

school, so as to enable every young person to enter
and do well in a career carefully chosen from among- -.'
many, no. matter at what point he or she leaVes formal

. education (p. 19). ,.

is

As Dr. Wfartand has described career education, it is clear that
his hopes for its u*e extended fai beyond what'is now Coif-
sidered to be the scope of "formpi education." To him, Career ...
eeducatidn "offers the same opportunities to adults who reenter
the system either tb upgrade their competence in a field of
work or to leave their field" (pp. 19-20).

,.

.
0t
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ro Bo;k'h Hoyt and Marland attempted to give some meaning
to th'e concept of career education and, at the same time,
atteitNtecl to avoid a rigid set of rules oq prescriptions. In
similkhf ion, other educators from every type of educa-
tiorp1 ture ha_ ve developed fairly broad and compre-
hensiveflOnitions.

As"t*emergent definitions or descriptions of career edu-
cation a0examined, the contributions of educators, sociolo-
gists, eco mists, and educational psychologists should not be
overlook Some of ihese contributions have already been
noted in ose of Hoyt and his colleagues. Taken individually,
these stattinents should serve as excellent guidelines:

the fundamental concept of career eduCation is
that all types of educational experiences, curriculum,

trtutiqn, and counseling, should iTrovlve prepare-)
far..economic independence, person 1 fulfillment,

and an appreciation for the dignity of work. It seeks to
give meaning to all education by relating its content

-to the job world (p. 'l}.... Career is not some-
thing which preCedes participating in society but is an
integration of learning and doing that merges the
wit:n.1(16 of the home, the community, the school, and
the workplace into a challenging and productive whole
(p. 3).

In "Position Paper on Career Development," presented to
the 1973 APGA convention in New Orleans, Tennyson' and his
associates sought to distinguish career from occupation:

Sociologists and some psychologisis have used the
term "career to refer to the sequence of occupations,
jobs, ale positions occilpied during the course of .a
-person's life. This definition is helpful in carrying the

, impost of developmental movement through struc-
tures, hut it eonyeys no sense den active person inter-
acting, with his environment....The term '"career"
means a timeextended working out of a purposeful
life pattern through work undertaken and engaged in
by the individual. Career caq ealily be difibrentiated
from the term "career development;' which refers to
the total constellation of psychological, sociological,
educational, physical, economic, and chance factors
that combine to shape the career of any given indi-

-:

e
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vidital....The peening of the word "career," then, is
directly depegdent upon the meaning one attaches to S
the word "work." Work, as conceived for purposes of
this paper, may be defined as an experiditthe of effort
designed to effect some change, however slightly, in
some province of civilization. It is not simply an arbi-
trary or gratuitops action, but something which, from
some viewpoint%ithin society, ought to be done. The
concept carries the intention that an act of human
effort will lead to an improvement of one's own condi-
tion op` that of some element of society.... Viewed in
this way, work is not directly attached to paid employ-
ment, but it may include also efforts of an educational
or avocational nature. Thus education for work and
certain elements of leisure which are undertaken to
benefit society or which contribute to 'a sense of indi-
vidual purpose- and achievement are included in this
definition.

Tennyson et al. have provided the concerned educator with
a framework in which prOgrains of career developmeni can be
facilitated. In addition, they have provided a perspective which
could serve to alleviate concerns that have been voiced by
ethicationists, vocational education speCialists; and vocational
guidance personnel about who should have responsibility for
what:

... lit must be emphasized that a person's career does
not unfold independent ly'of other areas of his develop-
ment: Ultimately the educator, whativer his title,

oe must concern himself with the total deueloRing person,
'and this implies a consiMeration of how work -and
career meshes 'with other life pursuits in a reasoned
style of hying. (Emphasis added.) ,

' _As has already been:indicated, definitions such as these
were 'developed primarily, to provide guidelines or broad
direCtions to those who might develop and implement pro-

` grams in career education. They were not defiriitive; they were
not intended to be. Yet they (together with many others not
cited) performed the intended function men.

When the "broad strokes" that made up the guideline types
of definition are used, more operational types of definitions are
seen to evolve 'wherever serious attempts have been made to

23
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develop, and implement career education programs. Such defi-
nitions have been deeloped by many state education agettrieS
and include key concepts such as those below -(see Selected
References at end of chapter).

Arizona (1973, p. 5):

A complete program of career education includes
awareness of the world of work; broad exploration of
occupations, in -depth exploration) of selected dUsters,
and career preparatioi for kil. students. e

Louisiana (kichot,. 1973, p. 5):

It is our responsibility as the adults of our society
to provide the best education that Loutsiana's re-
sources, permit, arid it is.the responsibility of our stu-
dents to see that they avail' themselves of every oppor-
tunity of discovering, deciding, -and* developing their

-..;. life cycles anO,styles.

,Nevada (1973, p. 11):

Career education not only provides job infoota-
tion and skill development, but also aids siud'ents in
developing attitudes about the personaLpsychologi-
cal, social, and economic significhnce of work.

New Mexico (1973, p. 1):,

Career education is essentially a lifelong _process,
beginningearly in the preschool years and continuing,
for most individuals,"through retirement. As a process,

. it includes the view one has of'hirnself and the possible
., work opportunities, the choices-he makes related. to ,a,

. himself as a worker, and fhe.Nays in- which he imple-
ments those choices.

Ohio (1972,-p. vi):
o Career education is defined as a prOgram which

endeavors, through the'regular curriculum, to rtrOvide
all youth in the school motivation toward the world
of work, orientation withe many job opportunities
avajlable, and exploration of occupations consistent
with- individual- interests and abilities.

2 4.
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Oregon (Kunzman, 1970):

Schools have a threefold objective: to help young
people (a) discover their individual interests and abili-
ties, (b) explore the many avenues of prodUctive
activity that -might challenge and enlarge their indi-
vidual talents, and (c) learn'the wise exercise of fre-
dom, of choice, self-direction, self-discipline, and
responsibility.

t 11 (1 ,93,- p. 6).':
. -

areer education extends beyond the school and
4 .

uses the entirnicommunity as a resource for career
.-

development, InAhis context, career education is not
separate and apart from total lif4-education;hut is a
correlated, integral part of all human development.,

,J.J The preceding, concepts of career education that have been
developed in the various state education agencies are by no
means intended as an exhaustive list Obviously,- there are
many others that might have been identified and cited. But-
while the listing may not be all-inclusive, it is sufficiently rep-
resentative to suggest that irrespective of specific terms or .

local adaptations, the concept of career education is made up
of several basic eharjeristics:

(1) In scope, career education encompasses educational
experiences beginning with early childhood and con

. tinuing:through the individual's productive life.

. , f

(2) In.early childhood, career education provides an aware -
ness of self in relationship witty the world of work, as
well as direct experience to motivate and captivate the
learner's interest in the bask skills Veing taught.

(3) As children move through school, they.increase their
familiarity with the world of work and acquire knowl-
edge necessary to obtain meaningful employment after
leaving school.

(4) Career education also ,makes the provision to prepare
individuals for employment and, later in their career;
to 'upgrade/ their skills, to update their knowledge, and
to'retrain them for a new job if they wish it.

"2 5
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(5) Career education combines the aca' mic world. with op
the world of work. It must be -availabl at all levels of
education, from kinde garter' , through the university.
A complete program o career eduction incAtilies sqlf-
awareness of the world of work, bioad expIAtaion,lof .

selected work clusters, find career prepare tioirfar :all
students. This calls for all basic education subjects to
incorporate career educatiOn as activity, motivation,
'and methodology. . ---. -

As has been emphasized, there are many variations hr the
numerous definitions that have been developd for car
education. So also is there variation in graphic pottrayals that
have been developed to depiCt the scope and character of career
education. A fairly representative portray=al (Figure.1.1.), how-
ever, has been developed by the Oregon StatviDepariment dill
Education, in which several elements of characteristics are
shown. The schematic ins sates where in the educational spec-
trum the several typg,s'of career education 'should ideally take ;.

.. . .

Figure 1.1. Oregon's C&iceptuat Model
of Career Education.**

9
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. t k' °place. It does not, however, attempt to portray how the pro-

, grams or activities relate to the "total: world." This type of
relationship i.e., that ,betweenc4reer.education and the
"worl4" -- i is graphically portrayed in Figure 1.4 This model.
was developed by the Nevada state education agency. ,

. 4

Throughout this sectipn considerable attention has been
given to the numerous definitions, schemata, and models that
have been developed to describe career education. A clear

.0 eptending off' these is ential if career education is to have
t 91\ust or impact that as been envisaged for it. But at the
sa i time.prbponents and advocates of Career education should
not attempt to develop every notion oridea from a zero point.
Career education is a new concep in American education; its .1 .

roots, however, go back,a king way.
..ir a

Figure 1.2. Nevada's Conceptual Model of Career Education
o

..* .
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Evolution of the Concept of Career Education

To identify, with-any degree of accu #acy, all of the origin's
and antecedents of the concept of career education would be
extreme& difficult and time consuming, .if not completely im-
possible. At the same time, such a descriptive. account would
not serve any really useful purpose in ti-ie context of thisbook.
On the other hand, it is important that those reSp'onsible for
planning, developing, antkimplementing programs bf career
education recognize that the concept did have clear and deftn- ,tr

4
able antecedents;. that the concept did not "happen ",.in in some
spontaneous fashion.

According to Herr (1972, p. 3), career education in its cur-
rent context should be- recognized as

...a sygthesis and blend of many concepts and ele-
meets available at some point and in some place in

'American education. However, the intent and imple-
mentation 'tactics so far apparent are to bring these
concepts and elements into a new and systematic
interrelationship amo vocational education, voca-
tional guidante, caree1 development, and other ele-
ments of the educational and coq' nunity networks of
which they are part. .

Asierr implies, sprite of the more prominent roots of career
education -are to be found in vocational education apd itoca-

° tional guidance programs. ,However, to say that in these pro-
grams are to be found the embryonic stages of career education
would be erroneous, for the emphasis on and developme of
vocational programs are in reality a part of the evolutionary
process that ha's now culmihated in the emergence of career
education.

. . I . . tct .,

/1 guidanceeducation acid v cational dance Rave both
had imkact on the evolution of c reer education; but they have
been supplemented-by minx other educatiOnal endeavors and
"outside" influentes. Many bases. for career education existed
before development of ter concept of either vocational educa-
tion or career education. Gordon Swanson reiteratea this when
he recently observed that -career education, in various shapes
and forms, has made partial and tentative appearances in

4
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American education for more than a hundred years. Tyler
(1973, p. 165),.5n a s' ilar observation, notes: .

- Alt hough ools [of the 1820s) were seen as i

places where workere,children could learn a craft,
[workers] consistently refused to limit schooling to
what we today call "vocational education." They
wanted their children to be more than skilled artisans;
they also wanted them to he informed citizens.

Tyler, Herr, and others have traced the development of
the concept of career eduoation in some detail. For the edu-
cator or lay citizen who interested in examining the ante-
cedents of career education, the cited sources are highly
reepinmelided. For the purposes of this book, a summary of
the historical, philosophical, and conceptual antecedents of

.4 career education, as prepared by Professor Herr (197'2, pp. 29-
30), should NUffice:

.

Virtually every concept whichis presently em-
bodied in career education has heen advocated at some
point iii American educations This is not to suggest
that such concepts have either been operationalizetl
[sic] or tested in practice. Nevertheless, philosophical
support for (he major elements of career education
has historical construct, if not evaluative validity....
Although there were antecedents inklVe adjustThent
and progressive education positions Olor to 1960, in-
creased emphasis has been focused on the prevoca-
tional elements of decision making and preparation
to be found in the elementary, middle, or junior high
school educational level. Equally important has been
c9ncern for the vocational implications held by post-
secondary education, including collegiate education,
for adults and out-of:school youth. Together these
elements have constituted support for articulating,
from kindergarten through post-secondary education,
a series of increasingly complex educationalexperi-
ences which would be available to all students, to
out-of-School youth, and to adults. Further, these
experiences are seen as requiring not only vocational
preparation, but a continuum oriented to prevoca-
tional and educational awareness, attitudinal develop-
ment, awareness of personal strengths and potentiali-

P
I .
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ties, as well as the development of decision- making
ahilities.

As has heen observed, it is possible to identify many ante-
cedents of career education, some of which may even pre-date
the founding of the nation. All have contributed to the develop-
ment of-the concept. But, as indicated by. Herr, it was not until
the decade of the '60s that major attention was devoted to
societ41 problems, inadequacies of education, and possibleIsolu-
tions. Attention of this nature was demonstrated in 1962 by.
the Pa 9e1 of Consultants on Vocational Education (1963, P. 3)

with the following statement: .,

Of every ten students now enrolled in the elemenr
tart' grades, three will,probably not attain high school
graduation.rlHow will these three earn a livingin the
world of the 1960s without a high school diploma?
How can the schools help them before and after they
-drop out"? Of the other seven boys and girls who will
finish high school in this decade, three will not go on.
to college. What will these three high school graduates
do for a living? How well will their high school educa-
tion prepare them to earn a living or, in the cage of
many girls, to perform the duties of-housewife and
mother? Of the remaining four students who will even-
tually enter college, wily two will receive baccalau-
reate degrees. What are the prospects of.the two who
do not complete four years of college? HoW,will high
school and post-high school study help them earn a
living?...Thus eight out of ten youngsters now in the
elementary schools who have a need for vocational
education are a major concern of this report. These
young people will enter the labor force in this decade
26 million strong, and will account for nearly 90 per
cent of the growth in the labor force during the 1960s.

By the end of the decade, three million young workers
will enter the labor force each year, compared with
two million annually at the start of the decade. Will
these young *orkers be well prepared for the world
of work? Will their interests, skills, and knowledge
match the changing requirements of the economy?

The apparent appropriateness of the above concerns to the
present-day situation, when contrasted to the time at which

. .. ,.
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they were igrniblated (1962), 'might suggest to some that the
concerns have had little or no impact. Any such perception,
ho 'ever, Would be erroneous, for out of t con, rni voiced
by the panel in 1962 or perhaps more in espouse -to the con-
cerns came many of the initial effor that were made to-
ward -what ham become known as ca r education.

For example, during the early to id-1960s, the Richmond
Plan, in which attempts were mad to blend technical and
trade education with general eduCatio was developed by the
Richmond (('alifornia) school system. In ew Jersey, during
the first half of the 1960s, the Technology or Children [T4C]
Program, in which elementary school chi ren were given- a
variety of experiences dealing with the world of .work, was
developed tind implemented. The Western States Small Schools
Project in the mid-1960s developed and used the concept of
the 'Career Selection Program in order to help students in the
smaller communities and high schOols to develop an 'aware-
ness of the world of work. Xhe San Diego County schools during
the same era developed and produced the View Program, which
was deltigned to give the learner access to occupational infor-
mation &s it related to hundres of occupations. There were also
the efforts of the Pittsburgh schools, in which students were
given an acquaintance with the world of work as well as experi-
ence in a real or simulated job situftion.

The above are but a few of the programs that emerged
'duirri-g the 1960a in response to concerns such as those voiced
by the Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education. Each of
the programs was concerned with some aspect of what is now
perceived as career education, and each in its own way was an
immediate predecessor of the current concept. However, none
of the efforts of the early and ritic14960s really attemped to
"grasp.the hig picture".or to deal with the totality of.the pyob-
lem of helping every individual prepare for a satisfying and
gratifying life career pattern. Instead, each seemed-to address
itself to a specific part or'aspect of the "big pictuxe." It was
not until the late 1960s and early '70s that educational leaders
began tolgrapple with the totality or the perceived totality
of the problem.

In 1968, for example, the Advisory Council gn Vocational
Education (1968, p.-xxiv), under the leadership of Martin W.

3i
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Essex, indicated that in -additio'n to a basic commitment to
provide vocational 'education, there were three other major
aPeas.4.concern that-should be considered as part of the total-
ity a education: .

First, starting early in the student's formal educa-
tion, he must learn more about work, its 'dignity, and
his relationship to the occupational world. Actual
work experiencep need to be included as an integral
part of the student's adilicational program.... Second,
the subject matter of the school and vocational re-
quirements need to be realigned so that education
becomes more meaningful in terms of its occupational
potential. This involvei a high degree of flexibility
and a definite movement toward individualization of .

instruction....Third, the hardcore content of "voce- '
tional educatiOn the par l that makes-,a person em-
ployable must be adjusted to accommodate a wider

i ..
range of occupational opportunity and a larger num-
ber of students.rClearly, the' ements of career education can be seen in the

three areas of concern noted by. the council. .

Still further indications of the components of career edu-
cation are to be seen in another closely related statement of
the Advisory Council on Vocational Education (1968, p. xxiv):

The renaissance in education must develop new
relationships between the school and community at
large to the end that education, with its vocational
component, reaches into every facet of the community

.
to provide for youth and a ;ults now not being served.

it has already, been suggested that it would be difficult if
not impossible to trace all- off the antecedents of career edu-
cation. Those that have bee0briefly described here constitute
but a feW. It was, howeVer4kfrom antecedents such as these
that the concept of ca jeer gducation as we know it today
has developed. ,

The Concept, the* Process, ar4 the Product

The concept of career education, a has been discussed
in these pages, is from all indications able one one that

2
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is both alive a
-...1

lvi healthy. This observation is given credence
by numerous happenings m career education that have oc-
curred since 1971. Nearly every. state or territorial education
agency, for example, now has a professional staff mernber'ho,
is responsible for career education efforts in the state or terri-
tory. In 1968, only on.Vate had such a position. Some state
legislatures in recent iyelirs have appropriated state monies to
be used for the support of car'eer dd Lica tion., And whereas a
decadexigo it WaS difficult to find professional publications
that dealt with career- education, today one can find many
such publications.

Yet another evidence of support and acceptance o the
concept of career education may be found in the numerous d
extremely well-done plans, brochures, and other descriptive
materials that have been developed by state education agencies
for use in their own states. (Some of these are mentioned
in the section of this and other chapters called "Selected
References.",)

Still further evidence of acceptance and support of the
concept of career education may be found in the March 1974
issue of Focus, which is published by the Nationat Association
of State Boards of Education. It recently conducted a survey
of educational priorities among state education agencies. Using
a weighted formula to treat the state responses, the investiga-
tors found career education to be the highest priority. It should
be.noted that in one context, the survey indicated a need for
or a concern about career education. Either" expression, how-
ever, would tend to support the basic concept of career
education. (
Attacking the Issues.

While there is fairly solid evidence that the concept is alive
and-well, there are indications that the process of career edu-
cation is not so firthly fixed within the educational structure.
fihis problem to transform the concept into a process of
career education was addressed by chief state shool officers,
UsOE representatives, and others at a meeting in Pinehurst,
North Carolina, April 1 to 3, 1974. At that meeting, Dr. Mar-
land discussed with the participants some of the causal factors

r
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that tend to inhibit the implementation of career education
on a broad scale and suggested that educational leaders from
every level and aspect of educat ion mount a concerted..eooper-
ative effort to minimize the problems. Among the issues notefil
by Ma'rland were thosie discussed in the following paragraphs. -

Initiative: A major issue irc almost any effort aimed at
reform of one sort or another has to do with the matter a( who
should take the initiative. In the matter of career education,
should'the initiative be taken by the states, the federal govern-
ment, or both? It would seem obvious that a harmoniously co-
ordinated effortyvolving both would be the most productive.,

Definition: The matter of definition of occupational edu-
cation, of vocational education, and of career education top-
tinues to be an issue that contributes to the problem. This
should not be a factor. Most editcators have workable defini-
tions.for career education. While the definitions Might" differ
in detail, it is in diversity that we might find workable solutions
to the problems.

.

Passing fad: A major concern, notion, or idea shared by
many is that career education4s just another one of the edu-
cational changes that are proposed, accepted by some, and
forgotten. Many people think that career education is noronly
here to stay but that it is also headed in the right direction.
Nevertheless, the "passing fad" idea does.contribute to the

,
overall problem of implementation...

Articulatien: There is a real need to.devplap strategies and
procedures that will permit and encourage better articulation
in all aspects and segments of the educational program. How
can this best be accomplished? What are the pre erable strate-
gies and procedures? These are issues that m e resolved.

Territoriality: In education, each special, interest group
(vocational, general, or ,science education; industrial arts; and
so on) has created its own empire and has been deeply.com-
mitted to defending it. This is a thorny issue and significantly
contributes to the problems relating to implementation of the
process. In addition, to .territories that exist within the educa-
tional profession, there are other entities such as the Depart-
ments of Agriculture, Transportation, Labor, Defense, the
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Interior which operate massive educational programs, grid
empires (or territories) exist there as well. Ways will have to
be found to deemphasize the notion of "my territory" and of
emphasizing cooperative approaches to common goals.

Funding: The issue of funding may perhaps be an aspect
of territoriality. It is, however, a major boncern or issuelind
is manifested in the concept or"This is our money, and ...."
If career education° is to be the key to educational'reform, sub-
stantial sums of money will be needed and ways ust be found
to convince all agencies that this is a-crucial ;le . As an illus-
tration of the magnitude of the amount of fun "ng, that could
be used, we present the following breakdown:

11) From anCippropliation of $1 billion, each state could
receive $20 million.

(2) Froth $1.5 billion, each school district could receive
$100,090.

.(3) A $5 billioniappropriation would provide $100 for each
student.

Contrast these figures with the $15 billion that is being used
for welfare progrfims every year!

Anti-intellectualism: While to some, anti-intellectualism is
"overdone," it nonetheless is a fact of our modern-day way of
life. Too often, vocational education is perceived as a program
for the leis gifted or less able *udents. To some degree, terri-
toriality may cause this. attitude to surface. One might suggest,
however, that much of it results from ignorance. Considerable
educative effort is needed if this:kind of ignorance is to be
minimized or eliminated, .

Minority concerns: There is a concern among many that
career education may become just another way of tracking
underachieving, culturally disadvantaged youngsters. Irrespec-
tive of the fact that career education, when functioning as it
should, would actually serve to remove °Hessen tracking, the
concern is still a very real one and must be recognized. Efforts
must be made to alleviate or minimize the concern.

Wait for research! There are those who would advocate
that we wait until there is hard data from research to support

4
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the concept of career education; and this does present some
problems. Sound bases for our actions aremeeded, and the use -

of' research-based information to use in building the bases
should be encouraged. However, it is possible to become bogged -

. down, and a balance must be found.
. '

Training or retraining of the teacher or counselor: In any
. area of education l reform, there is a need to orient perhaps

reorient those ffected by the change or reform. Iri the case
of career educat on, two such groups are the teachers and the
counselors. At the present time, not too many within these
professions have had an. opportunity to become actively in-
volved in and trained for working in career education. This
lack of involvement must be overcome if career educatign is
to achieve its total potential.

Balancing educational programs with manpower needs:
In the areas of occupational, vocational, and career education,
there is a possibility of creating unrealistic expectations which,
whetimet, can result in extreme frustrations. For example,
it may be that some educational programs dealing with work
opportunities are not appropriate in terms of maripower needs.
The educational program occupational, vocational, or career ,

must work closely with related agencies in order to ensure ' .

.14at imbalances between education and manpower needs are
held to a minimum. 1

Summary

Obviously, there are other issues that might well be added
to those suggested by career education advocates. Our purpose;
however, was' not that we identify every issue, for these will
differ somewhat from state to state, city "to city, and agency
to agency. Instead, our purpose is to -call attention to some
problems and to suggest that all of thein must be faced before
the,process of career education can be infused into existing
educational programs.

Transforming the concept of career education into. an
operational process is one of the greatest challenges that edu-
cation in America faces. As with other challenges that have
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been met, the task is not insurmountable. If the process can
be implemented, the product will be found in the millions of
people young adults, mature adults, and elderly adults
who have had the benefit of someone helping them become the
kind of person each can become.

, . ,1).

Results of the Responses to the Questionnaire

Interestingly, the vitality, vigor, and acceleration of career
education at the state and territorial levels would appear to be
considerably healthier than has been suggested at the ederal
level. This, at least, is the impression one receive m exam-
ining the results of the recent questionnaire relating to the
status Of career education in several state and territorial edu-
cational jurisdictions.

The data from the questionnaires are reported in the follow-
ing paragraphs. It should be emphasized at the outset, how-
ever, that the data given reflect only the returns (as of this
writing) of 41 states and territories. This of course is nearly
75 percent, but it is not a complete sampling.

Priority Status of Career Education

Of -the 41 states and territories, twelve-have indicated on
a 1 to 5 descending scale a high (1) priority for career ecinta-
tion; fifteen have indicated a slightly leis high (2) degree of
priority. Six states showed a midpoint degree (3), While six
others indicated a priority slightly. less than midpZint (4), and
one showed a low degree of priority -G5). One state did not indi-
cate a degree of priority for career education.

From the above, it is apparent that more than two-thirds
(27) of the responding states and territories have given a prior-
ity for career education that is higher than midpoint. It is also.
apparent that these 27 states and territories, are nearly half
(48 percent) of the total (50 states and six territories) of the
United States and its possessions. Thus the degree of priority
and, by inference, the commitment to career education by state
education agencies would appear to be significant.

37 .
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Action Taken by State Education Agencies to Sup\mrt
Career Education

Because this aspect of the questionnaire deals with two
variables growth and total number the results are shoW'n
below in tabular form. On the horizontal axis are the years in
which the events or actions took place; the actions themselves'
are on the vertical axis. On the right vertical axis are the total
number of actions in each category. As can be observed, there
has been a fairly marked growth pattern one that started
slowly but which, since 1972, has accelerated sharply:

-Year

Action Taken w '68 '69 :70 '71 '72 '73 Total

State board
resolution 2 2 5 6 15

Position statement 1 2 I- 43 10 27

State plan 2 3 1 4 18 28

Coordinator 1 2 3' 12 15 33

Midget 1 4 4 9 18

Legislation Relating to Career Education

Of the 41 states and territories that responded to the ques-
tionnaire, fifteen either have legislation relating to career edu-
cation or have initiated plans for such legislation) Seven of the
responding states Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida,
Louisiana, Ohio', and Washington have indicated that actual
legislation exists, while eight others said that some form of
planning for career,ergication legislation has taken place.

The remainder of the responding states said that no legis-
lation existed. In several instances it was noted that such
legislation was not needed to support career education, and in
some instances it was suggested that legislation might actually
be undesirable.

T answers to this section of the questionnaire would
. seemjo reinforce the concept that every state is unique and

that every state has different needs that require different
measures.

:3'3
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Activities of the Council of Chief State School Officers

In addition to having acquired basic data. on activities
extant in the responding states and territories, those who
processed the returned questionnaires were able to compile a
list of activities that the respondents felt the Council. could do
to assist them in their career education efforts. In preferential
order, they are as.follows:

(1) Develop-financial guidelines for career education

(2) Organize and.conduct in:service prOgrams for selected
state education agency personnel

(3) Compile and disseminate information about state edu-
cation agencies' efforts in:

(a) Curriculum modification

(b) Evaluation procedures

(c) Development of state career education plans

(4) Develop model legislation for career education

(5) Identify human and material resources
(6) Prepare, publish, ant disseminate a position statement

on career education .

Activities. of the U.S. Office of Education

In an attempt to gain further "directional" information,
the questionnaire included a section in which the states and
territories' could indicate the kinds of activities thilt..might tie
provided under the aegis of USOE to piomote, encourage, sup-
port, and facilitate career education programs in the states and

, territories. These activities, in order of "preference, are

(1) In-service programs (6) Fanding of research
d development(2) Curriculum development, .

and

(7) Categorical funding for
career education'

(3) Funding of staff

(4) Dissemination efforts.

(5) Special projects

i)
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' 'Die questionnaire also, askedtaCes end 'territories to -list
ip I

activities which they had sponsored that encouraged or facili-
tated career education. From the information provided by the
41 respondenti, it would appear that there hai been a coInsider-
-able degree of activity on the part of the state and territorial

, .o' education .agenciets.. ,

One `State (Maryland) was actively invvolvdd- in a series of
softie seventeen conferences 4i career education that were held
across the nation -since 1972. Governors' conferences, state co
ferences, and regional conferences have been' held a seve I.

'states. Workshops have been conducted in others. Funding r
special or exemplary 'projects has been obtained in some stat s.
Task forces or steering cominittees for career education ha e
been _established. At leasi one education agency (in Guam
has created an office of "assistant superintendent, for career
education-" Other states have prepared and disseminated in-

in a variety of ways,. including the preparation of
slide-tape presentations, the issuance of newsletters, and the
publication of explanatory booklets and a -host of informa-
tivetive materiali.

..
In short, considerable activity relatipg to career education

has been initiated in several states. No attempt was made,
however, to determine either degree or impact of the activities.
Nor was any attempt made tQ detterrnine the. degree of imple-
mentation of career education p?ograms in any of the local
school systems. .

Conclusions
. .. t

The questionnaire represented an attempt to determine
the present status of career edtiCation to try to find out What
is going on in the °field. It obviously was not an in study,_
and caution should be exercised in drawing any inferences or
conclusions. The results, however, do indicate that across the
nation career educationis growing. But as .with any growing
organism, it will continue Co need the kinds of support neces-
sary to sustain its health and growth.

,
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When a society'a conscience becomes aroused as a result
of the failure of on of its time- honored institutions to meet
or alleviate the concerns of that society for human wants and
needs, it becomes imperative for the inst.' tion to reexamine
its role and to reclaicify its function. Suck, examination and
reclarification should di course be accomplish -a-positive
manner and should result in the, development of procedures

enable the institution to marshal the resources Goth
material and human that are needed if the institution is to

.. respond more effectively to the concerns and needs of society.
The general statement above applies to all of the institu-

tions which function within and are supportive of a society.

appl nylli".e' directly o the societal institution commonly re-
itiIn the context of th discussion, however, it is intended to

, femy to as the educatio9 system.
There ail those who, in the modern-day era, would assert

that the schools *and the education systerd in general, have
failed to meet the concerns and needs of the society they have
been designed to serve. Parenthetically, it should be observed
that because of their public nature and exposure, schools are

'Specialist in Pre-Vocational Education and Career Development,
Maryland State Department of Education.
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especially vulnerable to criticisms that are in effect manifesta-
tions of a societal conscience. However, regardless of- vulner-
ability and susceptibility, when criticisms are voiced, the
schools must listen. And when such criticisms appear to be
justified, it is imperative that the schools reexamine their role
and reclarifv their function.

But to make an assertion such as that above, without add-
ing several necessary qualifications, presents both the society
and the institution with an overly simplistic answer to a highly
complex problem. And unless the qualifications are considered,
the answer is likely to be shallow and unsatisfying. Answers
or probable solutions to problems in education have been fairly
numerous in nature, as has been noted in chapter 1. However,
as also,noted, many of the "answers" have not resulted in sub-
stantive changes. They have, for the most part, been overly
simplistic answers to highly complex problems. They have not
in many instances recognized,either the difficulties of assessing
broad profitability or the manner in which the school's output
related to the values held by the society. But fortunately, in
recent years there have been some reasoned and reasonable
approaches to way,r. in which schools might better face and
answer the criticisms being directed at them.

Some educators, who have moved beyond the easy criticisrri.
of certain target anachronisms of their formal institutions,
have suggested that the schools look again at important learn-
ings and important uses of those lemmings. Lamm (1972), for
example, has viewed learning as laws and models of .behavior
which, if valid. must be useful to the individual in social, accul-
turational, and personal economic contexts. Illich's bask faith
in "good" schooling (197()) is felt rather than spoken in his
belief that (educational) technology could be/ a servant of
indejAndence and leakning rather than .the -controller of hu-

-reaucracy (and teaching). which it too* often is.
McNally and Passon.(19601 predicted that the vesquition of

five issues would establish the4'present" and future course of
education. Yet as we look at these questions tgllay, it appears
that:

.(1) Schooils have been more vocal about social adjustment=
but continue to limit their self - assessment to reports
of the intellectual status or "gain" of their students.
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(2) Scho,ph; support the premise of interdisciplinary teach-
ing and learning but examples are hard to find in
otliePthan the elementary and middle school settings.

(3 Schools have made the socially acceptable clioice be-
tween curriculum designed to adapt to a rapidly changing

orld and basic relatively unchanging subject matter -,
b t are in conflict w to what those changes are to be.

(4) Schools have demonstrated both ability and conviction
in the variety and number4of procedures, resources, and
tools they employ in resAnse to local needs and local
conditions

(5) Yet schools are still unre'solved as to who isand who
shall makethe curriculum.

Schools always havd expressed ddvelopment of social skills,
self-understanding, development of vocational competencies,
self-actualization, and intellectual attainment as learning
goals. But why is it that only in this last area any systematic
attempt has been made to assess educational profi ability? Per-
haps it is because both schools and society ha adually
assigned (and thereby confused the broader goals of) education
to only the former agency, the schoolswhen these larger goals
were once seen as shared by all of those institutions serving,
if not also rewarding, human interests and needs. It should
surprise no one that the school's concern about efficiency in
terms of the number and quality of educational servide it
could provide has superseded the assessment of human prof-
itability in self and social and vocational domains.

The critical dialogue between those who educate and-pre-
pare and those who well use and honor the schooled individual
is only now beginning in earnest. Schools are facing ttte pre-
eminent possibility that increments of positive gains in both
teaching and learning will no longer suffice to satisfy a larger
society which is demanding placement, higher gross national
product, reduction of worker alienation, and a virtually utopian
dream of low to no unemployment.'

But ingress to the design and evaluation of educational
services by extraschool agencies, institutions, and individuals
is certain to cause conflict. Is integration possible? In Follet's
words (Metcalf and Urwick, 1940), such a process will require
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a high order of intelligence, inventiveness, opeli-mindedness,
perception, patience, and time. It is therefore imperative not
only to limit the school's contribution to career education's
goals as that which' education and educators can realistically
do within the system but also to actively seek and wel-
come therreinvolVement of other social institutions and the
workplace itself in those educational functions which they are
better equipped to provide. Such a coalition would not only
release the creativity of its new members, but would elicit from
them continual access to the only true settings in which to
validate every goal of education.

It is reasonable to state, then, that when all of caretr edu-
cation's goals like met, education's goills should be met in pert.
for if schools succeed in establishing themselves as particular,
rather than exclusive, agents in the lifelong educational proc-
ess, the reciprocal influence by many could perhaps achieve
what too few have tried to do.

Purposes of Career Education

** Whether career education was born'of a need (I) to restruc-
ture American education because of public disaffection with ita.,

Arevolutioh for the sake of revolution), or (2) to improve the '
i; quality of transition from education to employment (place-

ment equating with societal and client forgiveness), or (3) to
restore work as a viable and vital personal value (work as a
means for self- and social retard, which contrikuterto both
personal and economic independence), or none of these, the
answers to thea questions should be of less concern to us than
the determinations we make about the role that educators
must play in its effectiveness, its management, and its out-
comes. While some of the pieviously. cited definitions have
described process, others haVe defined populations served Aand
those who serve thern), and still ttthers have stated outcomes
in 'terms of desired human or progkammatic goals. If none has
succeeded in agreeing to who does what to (or for) whom with
what observable results, all- agree that career education is
an effort (as opposed. to an attitude), is a systematic effort in
terms of an uninterrupted sequence of services, and is a sys-
tematic effort for all. And finally, this systematic effort for all

46
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shall ultimately be accountable through- indices of meaning-
fulness, growth, mobility, and fulfillment with atid in the work
one does throughout one's life.

. Two recent statements, one by Goldhammer and Taylor
and the othei by Adelson, seem. specifically appropriate to a
discussion and consideration of the purposes and goals of career
education. Goldhammer and Taylor (1972) have suggested that
if thipurposes of education are to have real meaning, they must
be stated in terms of the individual learner and what he or
she does as a result of participation in the educational process.

From the point of view that has been expressed, Gold-
' hammer and Taylor suggest that "the primary purpose of edu-

cation is to assist the student to become a fully capacited, self-
motivated, self-fulfilled, contributing member of society." As
should be noted, this statement of purpose encompasses four
essential concepts. Each concept should become one of the
basic criteria for determining (1) what should happen to the
learne, and: (2) how the learner might demonstrate results of
the "happening." .

if an individual learner is to be fully capacitated, accteing
to Goldhammer -and Taylor, the school must make concerted
effort to assist that individualevery individualto acquite
the skills and competencies needed to perform satisfactorily
all of the roles the individual will likely assume during a life-
time. Thii means that every individual must be equipped to
adequately function in a variety of roles, and espeCially those
tkpt enable a person to:

- (1) Make a contribution to the economic fife of society,
either as a iroduCer of goods or a renderer of services

(2) Perform-as a member of a family group
(3) Participate in the life of the community

(4) Participate in the avocational life of society
(5) Achieve competency in those activities of the com-

. munity that regulate the behaviors of its members and
give meaning to the activities in which the citizens. of
the community engage

When an individual, as a result of participation in the educa-
tion'al process, is, equipped to adequately assume the roles or
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careers indicated above, the individual could be described as
being "fully capacitated."

In addition to helping the individual be able to perf
various roles in a satisfactory manner, however. the school (
education system) must also assist the individual in develop-
ing and maintaining the inner strength and drive needed to
perform the various career roles in as effective a manner as pos-
sible. When an individual has the ability to maintain that
strength and drive, the capability for self-motivation is likely
to have been developed.

.. The third attribute that an individual should acquire as
a result of participation in the educational process is self -
fulfillment. When one has gained the ability to secure satis-
factions and personal meaning from one's work and leisure
activity, a .degree of self-fulfillment will exist. Finally, "con-

tributing" means that what an individual consciously does in
life is a constructive force for the maintenance and improve-
ment of the social body of which the individual is a part.

The second statement (Adelson, 1968) is equally valid and
also relates to the purposes of education. Adelson suggests that
an education should equip an individual to want well, inquire
effectively, evaluate carefully, understarid extensively, and
enjoy deepty. Where Goldhammer and Taylor used four basic
concepts on which to build their statement, Adelson chose to
use five. Yet within a broad construct, both are valid state-
ments of purpose for the present day education system. Both
have gone far beyond the concept that education consists of
the. collection assimilation; and dissemiriation of a variety of
seemingly unrelated and unconnected bits of information. To
the contrary; both statements represent a point of view which
pleads for an education system that is simultaneously more
relevant and responsive to the needs of the individual.

According to Adelson (as with Goldhammer and Taylor),
a person must be able {or equipped) to do something as a result
of participating in the educational process. He defined that
"something" in the following manner (p. 238):

A person must learn to extract from the world
all that is most relevant to his life, to avail himself of
the opportunities life offers, to avoid its dangers, and
to deal with its situations as they arise. He must be

4 3
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able to organize what he learns, to enjoy the knowl-
edge ,whenever possible, to use it in formulating and'
solving problems, and to employ it in discerning and
seizing opportunities. He must be able to implement
appropriate action whatever his situation. To some
extent, all these functions must be "performed in
anticipation of those outcomes which can be infru-
enced by his own behavior.

The purposes that Goldhammer, Taylor, and Adelson have
ascribed to the educational- process and education system may
not appear to differ in any marked way from other statements
of goals and purposes that have been developed during the first
two-thirds of the twentieth century. Indeed, they are eminently
acceptable. However, it must be noted that so also have been

. --the formulations of the 1918 Commission of Reorganization
of Secondary Education, the 1938 Educational Policies Com-
mission, and the 1944 Conference onlhe Imperative Needs of
Youth, to mention but a few. Few substantive changes In edu-
cation have resulted from these goal statements. Perhaps the
purposes have not been understood.

1

..

. Goals of Career Education

WheCher education or career teducation is the topic, the
purposes that are ascribed or assigned, require that something
must happen before the purposes can be achieved: Certain
things, happenings, or activities are implied by the purpose&
Educational leaders, regardless of their level of operation, must
recognize. hat every statement of purpose if-it is thoughtfully
formulated will have implications that lead to specific actions
or to courses of action, and they ,must be preparbd to accept
such implications.

Rebell, in an insightful and perceptive examination of the
goals and purposes of education (1968), has suggested that the
changing purposes of education will require growth in (1) cur-
riculum, (2) instruction, (3) instructional improvement prac-
tices, (4) supporting services, (5) evaluation, (6) teacher educa-
tion, and (7) continuing education. The implications suggested
by Rebell have rather obvious significance in any discussion
of the purposes and goals of career education because they

e
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also begin to respond to the who does what portioh of any goalalso
a portion which is too often omitted at the cost

of the recipient (who) and his or her acquired behavior (the
observable result). They will b ?examined here in conjunction
with their potential and dynamic affiliation with the purposes
and goals of career education.

I

Curriculum

The c, urriculum aspect of 6amer education has two com-
ponents: the who and the what. .

Who: The curriculum. seen broadly as not only the class-
room teacher and the materials and procedures that he or she
employs, but as an identified fabric of human beings drawn
from both the institution of home and family and the business,
labor. and ihdustry community will indicate an enrichment
of educational "text" which can begin to more effectivsly relate
the acquisition of knowledge. to its' rewarded appearance in
the larger society.

What: The basic disciplines, whose command is necessary
for them to function adequately, if not distinctively, in a world
where higher "value" is being placed upon the habit of or the
capacity for acquiring new and yet-to-be-defined competencies
will need to convey:

b

(1) The utility of basic arithmetic skills in situations where
one must conserve, spend, barters or build, as well as
where one must solve an immediate computational task
stated as a classroom exercise

.

(2) The uti10 of bask communications skills in situations
where one must persuade, defend, inspire, encourage,
or translate, as well as where one must communicate
a given idea

7

(3) The utility of basic scientific principles in situations
where one must work with or modify existing environ-

N mental elements, as well'as where one must replicate
a known scientific formula

(4) The utility of basic social science principles in situations
where one must deal with current social attitudes,
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ha its, and needs, as well as where one must articulate
a synthesis of the 'world's cultures

(5) The utility of basic physiological principles in situations
where one must match psyChomotor skills with the on-
going maintenance, improvement, and task appropri-
ateness of those skills, as well as where one must achieve
mastery over a given physical challenge

..,

Instruction

Although instruction, as we see it, encompasses only one
element the who that one is fourfold: the student, the
teacher. the home and family, and the business, lebor, and
industry'commupity.

Who: Implicit in the broader definition of curriculum is
the instructional involvement of those who are now seen as
integral to its design:

(1) The student: Student participation would not be lim-
ited, for example, to a voiced approval (by the student)
of a "good" curriculum but would extend even the
inquiry and discovery methods to include peer instruc-
tion and guidance, as well as having access to the design
and selection of materials and experiences.

(2) The teacher: The teacher is, and must remain, the
single most important coordinator" of instructional
services, resources, and materials. The changing char-
acteristics of these procedures and "tools," as defined
by career education's emphasis upon humanizing the
curriculum by bringing mote kinds of people into the
educational process, will require that teachers reex-
amine their own teaching styles. Individualization of
instruction would not only involve greater use of teach-
ing aids and supporting 'services (and a companion re-
duction in the lecture techniques) but would presuppose

- the teacher's own acquisition of skills in interdisciplin-
ary and interagency team processes, applied knowledge
in the realms of human development and guidance, and
competencies in those kinds of instructional- evalua-
tions which stress human processes and conditions, as

51
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well as terminal demonstrations of skill or content
assimilation.

(3) The home and family: The most pervasive and most
?re-"durable influence upon the aspirations, values, atti-

tudes of its members is the home and* family. his ele-
ment can benstrumentar in the personal, physical, and
verbalized delivery to all students of a 'cultural and
societal microcosm that reflects what is thus the stu-
dents learn to know and respect precedents, even as
'i hey formulate variations upon them.

(4) The business, labor, and industry community: The in-
volvethent of this aspect of the student's life will no
longer be seen as that random on-the-job training which
places the employer and the employee in essentially
reactive (and defensive) positions. Readiness of the
workplace for that individual who will have acquired
purposefulness and self-esteem as well as generalized
skills of "employability" can occur only if the, employ-
ing community is involved early enough and constantly
enough in the educational process to recognize and pro-
vide for needed changes in the nature of work itself.

Summaiy

We have now looked at curriculum and instruction in
terms of that particular coalition of school, home, and family
and the bUsinesi, labor, and industry community all of
which, given time and educational portfolio, could accomplish
the goals of career education in full, and those of education in
part. These change agents are the real, as opposed to the elusive
who in the assignment of shared responsibilities in the provi-
sion of career education's programs, services, processes, and
resources.

Yet no discussion of career education's goals should fail
to take into account two component processes which fall within
the purview (if not the sole dominion) of two uniquely quali-
fied domains ip education. While guidance has traditionally
been assigned a "supporting service" role in education, its
centrality to-the process of career education requires a reassess-
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ment of its unexploited potential. In any statement of the what
of an instructional program or procedure (whether it be career
education or environmental education), it is essential that a
mechanism or system recognizing the variability or human
response, error, or growth be inserted to reinforce and protect
the learner as he or she reacts to, adapts, synthesizes/and
internalizes portions of any externally imposed experience.

This system is correctly identified with the guidance or
counselor function, and in the case of career education is fur-
ther refined as that which is concerned with the maximum
career development of the individual. As a "process," this term
is best defined as that which occurs within the individual over
a lifetime as he or she reflects upon, reacts to, rejects, or acts
upon cumulative experiences he, she, or others have designed
which are presently or ultimately related to self and work
values, aspirations, behaviors, and skills.

Because optimum career development is viewed as a goal
of career education, the career guidance component which.
facilitates it is seen as a major responsibility of the entire con-
stellation of student services. Not only will these uniquely
trained individuals generate activities which permit students
to acquire skills in decision making, work value clarification,
and selr-lissessment, they will extend these and other shills to
teachers, parents, and the community at large.

Vocational §kills.
d

A second domain of crucial importance to both the who
(does) and the what (is) of career education is the vocational
skills development process. It is important to make the dis- ,

tinction here between this process and that of vocational edu-
cation, one of its integral parts. The proceis itself includes
each increment of affective and psychomotor skill which can
be directly associated with the precursors of vocational com-
petency and maturity. In this respect, the hand never becomes
dissociated from the mind and body, and the individual's trans-
lation of ideas to concrete and visible products is as correctly
used by the future chemist when he or she first transfers the
contents of one test tube to another as when the future chef
is allowed the run of a kitchen.
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All learning,, and all who provide it, will -therefore be in -,
volved in this process, while- at a certain level of readiness for
paiticular occupationally related' skills, teachers who are .

equipped to provikexperience in and knowledge, competen-
cies, and attitude's inherent to those occupational fields will
find their students basing career and occupational choices upon
an acquired' "history" of self-knowledge, exploratory experi-
ences,ences, and goal-setting behaviors. -_,

$

Components of Career Education

Many excellent piceopiiI.or, graphic models of career edu-
1.....
, cation's 'goals have been developed over recent months. To

choose among these is difficult because of the detail and scope
of some and the general nature of others. However, there
seems to be agreement between the prdgenitors of outcome
statements that good career education will result in those
individuals who are not only motivated and prepared to work
but have the power and the knowledge to create (if they can-
not find) those work settings perceived as personally reward-'
ing to their changing and developing talents, interests, And
abilities. . ,

The matrix in Figure 2.1, developed by Pinson, attempts
to illustrate the five components of career education as ele-
ments contributing to particular and collective contributions
to career education's goal for the individual. While it does not
attempt to describe program elements or characteristics (which
will be discusied in a later chapter of this book) and does not
develop an extensive list of existing behavior at given points
of departure from one educational or maturational level to

.- another, it may be useful to the reader in 'placing the fabric of
career education in perspective.

In bringing this discussion to a close, we remind the reader
of the oft-voiced concern of scliool7level personnel who must
ultimately be responsible fot the coordination of those re-
sources, services, and personnel identified as integral to the
delivery of career education. When broad goals are stated and
existing behaviors described, they should not be seen as exclu-
sive to certain age levels or as transition points in education.
Entering high school students, for example, are as entitled to
modifications of those experiences which would have been pre-
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sented to them when they were elementary-age children as
retired adults would be in gaining acess to the exploration of
a number ortareers which were not in_ existence during their
youth.

With these cautions id mind, let ussample interim goal
statements. which imply a gradual increase in all individuals'
power to predict, forecast, assess, and plan their present and
future in terms of the work they do or will do.

The Awareness Stage.

By the end owe elementaryschool years, or at the close
of the initial stage of career education, students should be
able to:

(I) Demonstrate appreciation of the reasons people select
a career; appreciation toward work itself as a imam
of achieving many satisfactions and toward work in
relation to fRemselves as they see it now and As they
"predict":its importance in their futures

Demonstrate an understanding of the life-styles, values,
maduties, and responsibilities involved in a broad
range of career areas

CO Express their interests in terms of their relatedness to
adult hierarchies of wcrrk and leisure behaviors

(4) Demonstrate their abiiiky to relate the acquisition of
basic skills of cotprntmitation and computation to the
Successf ul engagement of a multitude of future roles

(5) Begin to think well of themselves in terms of each
one's unique potential as a future member of a service-

'''. oriented societ'

(6) Begin to. develop a set of work values that holds per-
sonal meaning for them

The Investigation and Decision-Making Stage

At the end, of. their middle or junior high school experience,
or at the close of an exploratory and sampling stage; students
should be able to:

5'6
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(1) Demonstrate a knowledge of their interests and talents,
along with demonstrable basic decision-making skills

(2) Demonstrate an in-depth ,knowledge of several major
career fields

(3) Demonstrate an awareness of many additional career
fields they would like to investigate.

(4) Explore and express their own values, interests, and
educational achievements

(5) Have a firsthand experience with the economic system
as consumers and as observers of those who work to

'produce goods and perform services

(6) Select a tentative high school educational plan best
suited to their individual needs and desires

(7) Integrate knowledge of self and of the world of work
in order to identify a career or careers for which they
have made tentative decisions

. ,..4.z.f.,

Goals of the Preparation Stage

In /addition to the continuing outcomes of previous levels,
students who have spent time exploring self in work should be
able to:

(1) Seek and use the specific training opportunity they
describe as appropriate to their goals

(2) Become gainfully employed at an entry level appro-
priate to their career objeCtives upon leaving high school

(3) Enter a commimity'. college, technical institute, prepa-
ratory school, apprenticeship program, senior college,
or some other high school occupational or further edu-
cational training setting ..

(4) Recognize the changing nature of eareer commitment
through an individual's lifetime by knowing how to
reevaluate initial career choices, to state alternative
choices, an& to seek the experience and training neces-
sary for their implementation

.01.

These, then, are the. purposes and goals of career' education as-,
we see them.

- 5 7
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The Development \
and Use of
Cutriculum Materials
for .Career
Education
David L. Jesser
Linda Keilholtz*

Since the beginning of the initial developmental efforts in
career education in the early 1960s, considerable attention, has
been devoted to ways in which educational institutions might
better respond to the needs of the learner in terms of career
development. The attention and effort have been bolstered
by resources provided by private foundations, by efforts of
federal and state government agencies, and by provisions of
federal laws. For example, provisions of the vocational educa
tion amendments of 1968 have enabled state and local edu-
cation agencies to design. plan for, and implement many
exemplary career education programs.

Other appropriations relating to the same legislation have
made it possible for other federal and state agencies to support
career education efforts in several similar ways. In 1971, for
example, USOE allocated resources for the development of
"modules" that..could be useful in implementing career educa-
tion: Fimds, under Parts C and D of the vocational education
amendments, were also made available for the purpose of en-

.. couraging and supporting the development of exemplary career
education programs in every state. And funds, especially under

;Suing-visor of Career Development for Ohio State Department of
Education.
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Part I, were provided for the purpose of developing certain
types of curricular materials.

The efforts under Part I of ti7e vocational education amend-
ments did not "just happen"; they emerged from a need which
became all too apparent when efforts were Made to bring career
education into the total curriculum. In some instances, as with
several of the fifteen occupational clusters (Hoyt et al., 1974,
PP. 31-32, 95), suitable curricular matertalg were found to be
lacking. As a result, as thrusts to implement career education
within the existing school structure have taken more definitive
form, it has become essential for serious thought to be given
to practicable ways in which this new dimension of education
miegA best be implemented.

A the, outset, it appeared that some fundamental changes
in education would have to occur if implementation of career
.education were to be achieved. Several optipns or possible
changes seemed apparent. These included:

(1), The existing school day could be lengthened in order
to accommodate career education.

(2) Significant portions of the existing curriculum could
be deleted and replaced by career education.

(3) A deliberate effort could be made to'revise curricular
materials in local school districts in order that they
might retain essential existing materials, but at the
same time career development could be incorpogated.

As claims that the existing curriculum was irrelevant be-
came more prominent, and as more arid more people asserted
that the curriculum did 'not meet the neecirof students for
either the present or the future, the nation's education agencies
began to seriously consider the third option. They were able
to perceive career education as the change agent which could
both reorient and revitalize the heavily criticized existing
curriculum.

Role of Curriculum in Career Education
g

In general. career education programs have tended to
emphasize the use of various types or career-oriented classroom
ectivitits as one method of relating traditional subject matter

0 a
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to the world of work. Initial efforts often consisted of providing
students with field trip experiences and of inviting community
resource people into the classroom to discu$ their own careers
with the students. Itbecame apparent, however, to career edu-
cation advocates that the goals which had been envisioned for

7'1 career education could not be reached without an articulated,
fittgiated approach. It became apparent to its proponents that
career education, if it were to be a truly moving force in Ameri-
can education, coulttrip; be simply another manifestation of
the "add -on' syndrome-that has so often, afflicted education
a point emphasized by Hoyt and his colleagues (1974, p. 159):

Career education does-not ask the academic class-
room teacher to simply add one or more units to an
already overcrowded set of learning objectives. Rather,
it asks the teacher to change and-adapt current lesson
plans to accommodate a career education emphasis.

But is it possible and feasible for curriculums to be modified
so that they incorporate or integrate the concepts of career
education?

The extent to which schools with identifiable career educa-
tion programs were able to integrate career development con-
cepts into existing curriculums was the subject of nationwide
study conducted in 1972 by the Center for Occupational Edu-
cation at North Carolina State University. In the course of
the -study, funded by a grant from USOE, 41 schools and their
programs were reported and described in a publication (Morgan
et ad., 1972). In virtually every program description, there are
to be found clear indications that strong emphasis had indeed
been placed on the integration of career development concepts
into the curriculum.

In a later document prepared by the North Carolina Center
(Morgan et al., 1973), fifteen of the 41 programs which had been
visited were analyzed in depth. In each analysis,'a section was`
devoted to an examination of how the educational program
had been used to support the career education concept. Again,
the emphasis on the integration of career development concepts
into the overall educational program was readily apparent.

In several other usoE-sponsored efforts, the importance of
the role of the curriculum in implementing the concept of
career education has been repeatedly stressed. Two statements'
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prepared by the American Institutes for Research in the Be-
havioral Sciences (which have been engaged in the develop-
ment of curricular materials for use in career education) serve.
to illustrate this emphasis (Dunn, 1973, p. 4):

[1] During the early part of this century, the cur-
riculum was defined largely in terms of its social util-
ity, that is, in terms of its benefits to society as a
whole. During the 1930s and 1940s curriculum atten-
tion centered largely on the consideration of principles
of child growth and development. During the 1950s
and 1960s curriculum development was concerned
almost exclusively with content considerations. In
recent years, however,.one can begin to see a growing
emphasis on personal utility.... [2] The, increasing
sophistication of education in accommodating indi-
vidual differences, in.personal interests, abilities,
goals, and ambitions, coupled with the growing social
concern for the maintenance of individuality in an in-
creasingly dehumanized and technological society,
appears to be resulting in a strong pressbre for schools
to become more concerned with serving the individual.

From'the evidence available, it is apparent that the cur-
riculum can be the single most effective delivery system avail-
able to schools as they implement programs of career education.
However, it should be equally apparent that the curriculum
should reflect the changes which concepts of career education
demand through a totally articulated conceptual design. It
must not be merely "another" curriculum.

Impact of Career Education on State and Local
Curriculum Development

As a result of the needs indicated, the promise of career
education has already had considerable impact on curriculum
development efforts in alkiost every state in the nation_ In
many instances, funds have been made available by USOE for
the purpose of helping states and local school systems con ceptu-
blize and develop career education curriculum designs to meet
their own needs. In some instances, state funds have been made
available for these purposes, and local education agencies have

6 -2
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been encouraged to develop curriculum materials which would
supplement, if not replace, existing textbooks and other cur-
riculum materials which did not contain concepts of career
education:

It has been observed that while there has been consider-
. able progress in the area of curriculum development for career

education at the national, level, the rate of progress has varied
somewhat from one effort to another. In terms of state effort
in curriculum development, the same general observations
would seem appropriate. Some state education agencies have
perceived the area of curriculum development for career edu-
cation to be a function of the agency and consequently have
developed materials suitable for use in their individual pro-

ms. On the other hand, socne state education agencies have
no yet become involved.

bviously, if there is no perceived need, these agencies
-show not become involved. CurricUlum development can be

tediou , time consuming, and costly. And these education
agencies should certainly not become involved in curriculum
development merely for the sake of "being involved." If, how-
ever, after carefully examining the existing curricular resources,
the state education agency does perceive a real need for addi-
tional (or 4ubstitute or curricular) materials, it is possible for
relevant an useful meter' s to be produced.

In New exibo, where he primary focilis of career educa-
tion in 1973-7 was directe toward kindergarten through sixth
grade, there wa an obvio need for curriculum materials that
would assist ele entary chool teachers in integrating career
education concepts into the existing curriculum. No suitable
materials of this nature were available_ As a result, under the
leadership of Dr. Jean Page, of the New Mexico Department of
Educaiaon, a set of some five hundred career education "activity
cards," for use by individual teachers, was developed and dis-
tributed to the elementary schools. These should provide the
teachers with a valuahlft tool to use in can e1 education. A
sample card is shown in Figure 3.1.

When a career deve opment program was planned in Ohio,
it was apparent that to chers would need some assistance, in
the form of curricular m terials, if the concepts of career edu-
cation were to be success lly integrated into the existing cur-

4
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Grade Level 2

Hospitality Cluster , Language Artg
Creative Arts

Activity "Park Design"
You like to play in a park. Can you .

think of any jobs that people have at
the park? Who keeps it looking nice?
Design a park you would like.

Suggested Materials
cardboard, popsicle sticks, clay,
construction paper, metal, rocks

Figure 3.1. New Mexico's Sample Activity Card
for Career Education i

riculurn. As a result, three major curriculum guides, "Career
Motivation" (K-6), "Career Orientation" (grades 7 and 8), and
"Career Exploration" (grades 9 and 10), have been developed
under th4 leadership of Dr. Byri Shoemaker, Ohio State Direc-
tor of Vocational Education. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the type
of material developed for kindergarten through sixth grade. In
the Ohio materials, the teacher is presented with information
relating to topic, behavioral objectives, suggested activities,
and sample lessons..

While the illustrations of the New Mexico and Ohio efforts
are directed toward the K-6 segment of education, it should be
noted that similar efforts have-been made for the middle and
secondary segments of edubation as well in several states. In
Oregon, for example, curricular materials have been developed
for use in the various occupational clusters that have been
identified as being applicable in the Oregon effort. These occu-
pational cluster guides contain information relating to stu-
dents' tasks and objectives, to the principles of the specific
learning activity, to required knowledge or skills, and to sug-
gested activities. A representative example of the Oregon career
education cluster guide is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Thelndividua`1 and His EnVironments

DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVE
To develop an awareness of work in the society.

RELATED BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
1. Girn a situation in which the children trace a prod-

uct through its entire production, they will be able
to name the workers invoird in this production
and the task, they perform-ed.

. s
2. Given a field41rip to a company which produces

Some product, the child will be able to see prod-
ucts and rerate what he has seen to one bother
person. .

SUGGESTED' ACTIVITIES

1. Ask the childrrito list the foods they ate for break-
fast. Have tbern take the list home to find out where
the product was boxed and packaged.' it

2. Role play a situation showing how a product is pro-
duced (e.g., how a loaf of bread is made), and use
the children to portray all of the workgs involved in
its production. .

3. Give the students an assignment ma of sev-
eral steps in incorrect order. Have..t m organize

' the steps in proper order, set up "production
line" and carry the assignment through to comple-
tion. Have them describe difficulties encountered
in the process.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Source: Ohio State Department of Education, Career
Motivation: Curriculum Guide for Grades K -6,
1972.

Figure 3.2. Developmental Project from Ohio's
"Career Motivation" rriculum Guide (K-6).

Our usink curricular materials from three states only in no
way implies that other states have not developed career edu-
cation materials. These examples are merely to illustrate that
interest in this area has been shown by some states; but pro-

6J3
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"Go Fly a Kite"

See below

x

SAMPLE LESSON

MATERIALS

PROCEDURE

1. Discuss with the class types of work done on aipro-
duCtion line basis. Follow this with a film sho ing,a
production line in operation (e.g., put out b / Ford
MotOrs, Proctor & Gamble, etc), or visit ar,4 ant in
which a production line exists. /

2. Discuss details of setting up an assembly li for kite
making in the classroom. ° "

3. Provide the following materials to be us 9n the pro-
duction line in the classroom: kite sticks two differ-
ent lengths, tissue paper (colorqd, pr ut), string,
cloth scraps, glue, scissors. .,

al. Put these directions on the board in ill order, and
read them to the class:

a. Sort materials and put them in the C rrect order of
assembly. 1,

b. Tie the sticks together.
c.. Glue tissue paper to sticks. N1

d. Tie flying string to crossbar,
e. Cut cloth into strips.
f. Tie cloth strips to tall string.
g. Go Fly a Kite!

5. Have children put directions in correct order, designate
jobs, and complete production line task.

6. Evaluate the results.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Source: Ohio Department of Education, Career Motiva-
tion: Curriculum Guide for Grades K-6, 1972.

.t,

Figure S.S. Sample Lesson from Ohio's "Career t
Motivation" Curriculum Guide (K-6)
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Required Knowledge
and Skills The Student Can

Suggested -

Learning Activities

The occupationa opportunities in
horticulture

The types orticultural businesses and
their oduct or seniices: (a) grpen-
ho e production, (b) nursery produc-

n, (c) turf production, (d) landscap-
ing, (e) fruit production, (f) vegetable
production

Factors and methods of propagating
plants by: (a) seeds, (b) division, (c)'
layering. (d) cuttings, (e) grafting, (f)
budding

Essential equipment and Its use in propa-
gation of plants

The purpose and effects of pruning trees,
shrubs, and vines

The common ornamental grown in
the community

Methods and equipment used in planting
seeds and bulbs

Methods of culturing bedding and pot-
ted plants

Identify common horticultural plants
found in the community.

Propagate plants, usingseed and various
propagating media.

Propagate plants vegetatively by cutting,
_ graftage, budding, and layering.

Transplant plants from seedling flats to
growing-out containers.

Prepare a soli mix for use in the green-
house.

Operate equipment used in a nursery,
greenhouse, landscaping firm, or fruit
or vegetable farm.

Prepare and plant a lawn. (Land lab or
around school grounds or home.)

'Outlinea lawn maintenance program.

Sketch a simphred plan,

Read a landscape plan and install pre-
scribed plants. ,

Propagate. plants in a °henhouse.

Take cuttings; root' and transplant?

Conduct field trips to commercial green-
houses and nurseries.

Prune fruit trees in a home orchard.

Trim and shape shrubs on the school'
. grounds.

Landscape an area of the school grounds. .

Source: Oregon Board of Education, Occupational Clugter Guide: Agriculture (1970).
A

Figure 3.4. Oregon's Occupational Cluster Guide
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.

gress in this area of career education has been varied. The
materials used herein are intended to reflect some 9f that
progress.

.
Accountability and Evaluation

. As state and local education agencies became increasingly
involved.in curriculum development, there emerged a real need
for intensive educational programs which would aid
personnel in acquiring the skills necessary for effective cur-

- riculum development, including abilities to write sequential
ils well as measurable objectives. As a result, in-service pro-
grams which have considerable emphasis on 'the evaluation of
career-oriented curricular materials have been developed and

/ implemented in several states. With these efforts, the need for
understanding and a5sgpting accountability in curriculum
development has become can integral.pert of curriculum design.
This is illustrated by a statement of the North Carolina Career
Education Task Force (1973, p. 31)-in i'upport of this crucial

6 area of concern evaltiartion and accountability: ..

Evaluation by school personnel is concerned with
finding what is done in the school with students and
how change may be brought about to help them real-
ize, their potentials as completely as possible. The-
evaluation process should be guided by the objectives .
for learners as outlined in a comprehensive curriculum
plan. The evaluation of the sum total of the learner's
progress can be directly related to the school's pro-
gress in planning and accreditation.... With a career
education emphasis in the curriculum,' a variety of
techniques of evaluation must be qsed to determine
its effectiveness. in essence3tlijs evaluation is ....of the
entire curriculum. We Rave triditienally used formal
tests ...-as the main instrument of valuation rbutwe
must include other forms... including Use' of inter-
views, anecdotal records, experience diaries [and}
checklists ..... However, therp must, be a common for
mat and uniformity of application. Teachers, in par-. i

/ titular, need to know a great -deal about evaluation
and how-to use evaluation fechniques, ...There is a
need to go beyond the measuring of information

s- 0
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learned and skills acquired. There is concer h the
kinds of habits and attitudes children are °ruling.

-The question of concepts, thinking ability, iritetbsts,
appreciations, and personal adjustment tfiust be con-
sidered. Additionally, the extent to which the student
is using and applying knowledge and skills must be
evaluated.... Finally, we tt tst remember that the
pririzary purpose of eval on is the improvement
of teaching and learning.

Almost most of the state and locally developed curticidar
materials have not been used for a sufficient period of time or
have not- been controlled so that they provide for thorough
validation procedures, many of the materials have been widely
disseminated. In addition, USOE has published and distributed
several career education bibliographies, and listings of career
education curriculum materiels haim been corhpiled by organi-
zations such as t1-4 Center for Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation at the University of Ohio, the North Carolina Center,
the American Institutes for Research in the Behavioral Sci-
ences, and by various state education agenciei. Such materials
serve to illustrate the depth and breadth of career-oriented
curricular materials that are being developed and produced.

National Efforts in Career Education
Curriculum Development

In recent years, USOE has.funded numerous curriculum
development projects in efforts to make validated and trans-
por le curriculum materials available to state a d local
edttc ton agencies. A significant example is the school-based
caree education model that was developed by the Center for
Vocational and Technical Education (crrE) 'of Ohio State Uni-
versity. Although it has since been transferred for monitoring
to -the receptly organized National Institute of Education, the
*CVTE project developed, among other items, a matrix which
provided a scope and sequence of goal statements appropriate
for kindergarten through. twelfth grade. The CUTE process
began with the identification of eight elements of career edu-
cfAtion self-awareness, education awareness, career aware-

, ness, economic awareness, decision making, beginning compe-

(3 3
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tency, employable skills, and attitudes and appreciation
which were used to define the concept of career education. The
eight basic elements were further defined in 32 thernes.

The,docuntent that ways developed illustrates the elements,
the themes, and the appropriate goal statements. The goal
statements were later used in the developMent and revision of
curriculum units. The CUTE efforts strove to modify existing
curricUldins in attempts to build an articulated curriculum
oistem in kindetgarten through twelfth grade. CVTE has,more
cently developed and published a rather extensive listing of

career education curriculum materials (Ohio State University,
1973) in which units appropriate for use in each of the eight
bask elements are described.

Staff development: The need for in-service training oppor-
tunities for educators who are beginning to use the newly
developed curricular materials has already been noted. Toward
this end, CVTE has also been engaged in the development of a
series of in-service training products that are designed to sup-
port the implementation of a comprehensive career education
program. CVTE in-service materials include five categories:
(1) advisory committee materials, () in- service coordinators'
materials, (3) general orientation to career education materials,
(4) specific audience role orientation materials, and (5) special
and, ongoing staff development materials. These are described
in terms of focus, intended users, and availability in a micent
Center publication, Staff Development Products (1973).

American Institiaes for Research in Behavioral Scie
Another significant effort, supported with funds pro4ided.by
USOE, is the attempt of the American Institutes for Research
in the Behavioral Sciences to develop validated sample career
education materials for kindergarten through ninth grade. The
Institutes' efforts, illustrated in Figure 3.5, are intended to
provide the user with an array of instructional objectives from
which to choose in order to implement a career- oriented
curriculum.

I.S. Office of Educations fifteen career, clusters: In still,
another USOE attempt to aid in the development and imple-
mentation of career-oriented curriculum, efforts were made
to refine the nearly 25,000 titles in the Dictionary ofOccupa.

0
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tional Titles (various years). As a result, fifteen occupational
or career clusters were identified:

(1) Agri-business and natural resources

(2) Business and office

(3)/ommunications and media
(4) Consumer and homemaking education

(5) Construction

(6) Environmental control

(7) Fine arts and humanities
(8) Health

(9) Hospitality and recreation

(10) Manufacturing

(11) Marine §cience

(12) Marketing and distribution
(13) Personal services

04) Public services
(15) Transportation

Within the framework of this structure, which was far more
manageable and less cumbersome than the separate job .titles
in the dictionary, a series of grants was.made for development
of curriculum materials to be used in spec clusters. Grants
were made for curriculum development projects in the area of
occupations in public services, business and office, marketing
and distribution, manufacturing, construction, communica-
tions and media, and transportation clusters.

As might be expected in-an effort as massive and diverse as
curriculum deOelopment for the various occupational clusters,
progress has varied. In several of the occupational clusters, as
well as in other federally funded curriculum projects, significant
progress has been made. Several of the including those
having to do with public service ckcupatiohs, elementary cur-
riculum+ technology, and minority students are briefly de-
scribed in the following section..,

72
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- Public Service Occupations Cu riculum Project

The Public Service Occupations Curricultim Project, one
of several funded under Part I of the vocational education
amendments of 1968, was initiated in the fa of 1971. Since that
time, it has been engaged in the development of nationally
applicable curriculum guidelines and materials for one of the
fifteen career clusterst The effort, under the direction of Dr.
Patrick J. Weagraff of the vocational section of the California

'State Department of Education, has resulted in the develop-
men and field testing of several curricular approaches that
can be used in conjunction with this particular cluster.

i
Pulllie Service Analysis

As the project became-operational and as the project staff
0 began to develop its detailed plans, it became evident. that

considers le riations were to be found in existing definitions
of "public se ice." It was therefore decided that a funda-
mental step in. the development of an appropriate secondary-
lelil curriculum for the public service career field would be an
acceptable definition of the term "public service." The project
staff, with the helP.of a group with ixpertise in local, state,
and federal governmental operations as well as secondary and
post-Secondary education, made a rather thorough analysis -

and ultimately adopted as its guide the following definition
(Weagraff, 1973, P., n): -

Public service occupations are those occupations
pursued by persons pe forming the functions neces),
sary to accomplish the ission of local, county, state,

?nd federal government, excluding the military service
and trades renbiring an apprenticeship. These mis-
sions reflect the services desired or needed by indi-
viduals and groups... and are performed through
arrangements or organizations established by society,
normally on a nonprofit basis and usually supported
by tax revenues.

On the basis of the above description, the project staff and
-the advisory groups were able. to identify eight major occupa-
tional groups and 39 major job families in the public service

RIF
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74 CAREER EDUCATION:

field. The major groups, and families (shown in Figure 3.6), in
the view of the project staff, adequately reflect the several dis-
crete governmental functions that ore performed at local, state,
and federal levels.

Curriculum Glidelines
CP

Using the eight major occupational groups and the major
job families as bases for consideration, the project sta organ-
ize4 and developed several sets of curriculum guidelin for use
in secondary schools. The first set, Orientation. to Pu lic Ser
vice Occupations (1.973), was designed to acquaint s condary
school students with public service and to help the sadents
answer questions such as: 4,88,0

(1) What is public servicq
(2) What does it offer met
(3) What are the requirements for jo'bs?

(4) How much can I earn?

In addition, the orientation guide conta*is a separ\ate section
for each major occupational group, makik it a useftil resource
for teachers who are concerned with iMplementation of the
concept of career' education.

The project has developed a seco d set ofuidelines in
which students are provided with inf rmation about elemen-
tary job skills. This set, Preparing for blic Service Occupa
Lion: Common Core (1973)4 uses a "comMon core" and
.oral communications, written communications, basic ,report
writing, basic record keeping, good grooming, relationships with
other people, interviewing skills, applying for public service
jobs, and techniques of decision making..Each of these is appli-
cable to any type of career development; hence the term
"common core."

Both sets of guidelines make use of the unit approach, and.
each is intended to be highly adaptable to ;various types of
ledining situations. Because each unit is self-contained, a
teacher can readily select the objectives, content, and instruct
tional materials required to meet local needs.
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UWEDesign3W
Career Family

Major Occupational
Groups

Resources management

Educational services

Government agency
management

Public safety. corrections.
and judicial services

Rural. urban, and com-
munity development

_..1Social Ind economic
SINVICeS

Major Job
Families

Parks
Forests
Agriculture
Conservation
Fish and game
Pollution control

Education
Libraries
Museum

Fiscal
Contracts
Personnel
Public informa-

tion or relatiOns

Courts
Law enforcement
Fire protection

v d rrn
Prisons
Probation

Community action
Planning
Building, zoning
Acquisition

FaCounseling
Assistance
etiabilitation

Employment

Taxation
Public records
Inspection
,Examination
Licenser_

-Census
Customs and

immigration

'Highways
Airways
Public transpor-

tation systems
Waterways

Figure 3.6. Major Civilian Occupation I Groups and Job
Families in Public Set ice
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Field Testing

CAREER EDUCATION:

The first two sets of guidelines are currently being field
tested in selected high schools in California and New York.
Other materials developed by the public service occpations
project are oriented toward preparing for public service occu-
pations and are scheduled for field testing. They include:

(1) Social and economic services

(2) Education services
(3) Public safety, correction, and judicial services

(4) Parks and recreational services

Enrichment of Teacher and Counselor Competencies,-2
in a Career Education Project

One of the .first questions asked when elementary school
-6reer education programs are being developed is: What career
development concepts should be included in a K-6 career edu-
cation curriculum? In an attempt to answer the question, and
also to develop appropriate materials, the above-named project,
known as the ETC PftojeCt, was funded in 19/2 under provisions
of Part I of the vocational education amendments of 1968. The
project, directed by Dr. Marla Peterson, of Eastern Illinois
University, has had as its purposes the following (Peterson et
al.,-1974, p. 2):

(1 ) Develop, evaluate, and disseminate career education
, Curriculum guides that are applicable to any school with
grade levels functionally equivalent to kindergarten to
sixth grade and which result in the integration of posi-
tive values and attitudes toward -work, self-awareness,
development and decision-making skills, and awareness
of occupational opportunities in career lines within
major occupational fields.

(2) Develop, implement, evaluate, and disseminate sample
teaching-learning modules for K-6 career education
curriculum guides achieved by fusing or coordinating
academic and occupational concepts and using multi-
media instructional tools.

.0
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(3) Develop, evaluate, Ad dissemina e a design of a K-6
..

career educatiob instructional sys em which is adapt-
1 able to any elementary instruct opal program and

which may serve as an alternativ to present career
education instructional systems.

Initial efforts of the ETC Project wer directed toward
acqUiring information. As a result of the itial efforts,, the
project was able to assemble and disseminat early in 1973 the
publication, A Bibliography of 1C-6 Career ducation Mate-
rials. A second book, A Currjculum Desig Concepts' and
Components, has recently been published by he ETC Project.
In this book, the project has identified conce is that appear
to be appropriate for the K-6 curriculum as th4y relate to the
following' dimensions of career development,: attitudes and
appreciations, career information, coping behaviors, decision
making, educational awareness, life-style, and self-develop-
ment. These are shown, as they in turn relate to the total K-6
curriculum, in Figure 3.7.
..' It is intended that the concepts presented in the second
publication will serve as a blueprint for project staff members
to develop teaching units and prototype student materials. It
is contemplated that each teaching unit will: (1) focus on one
(or in some cases, several) concepts, (2) be tied directly to a
subject matter area (mathematics, language arts, science, or
social studies), and (3) relate to an occupation or occupational
cluster area.

Consistent with the search for meaningful definitions, the
ETt Tioject' developed the following definition of career educa-
tion for its own guidance: .

Career education in the elementiry school is the
curriculum which' results when career development
concepts and subject matter concepts are brought to-
gether in an instructional system that tuts meaning
for children.... Career development -includes those
concepts which are related to: attitudes and apprecia-
tions, coping behaviors, career information, decision
making, educational awareness, life-style, ails] self-
development.... Career education activities (1) ema-
nate from the concepts that are related to the seven
dimensions of career development ... (2) act as syn-

. 77
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EXPERIENCE
LEVELS

0

a

1

Enrichment of Teacher and Counselor
Competencies in

Career Education PIoject

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS SUBJECT MATTER CONCEPTS

Concepts build on
ono anoint** and are

on oovoleRmonlal
$004.00000
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Source: Marla Peterson et al. A Curriculum Design:
Concepts and Components. 41974), p. 9.
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Codihg Titles

A Photographers (BCO -GCO) -'
B IllustratorsISCO-GC0)
C Correspondents (13CO-GC0)
D Telephone "operators" (LCO)

. E Message "assemblers" (sco-Gctco)
F Image carrier "preparers" (GC0) .

G image "transferrers" (GC0)
It Finishers (GC0)
J Telecommunications "operators" (SCO-LCO)
K Supervisors (13CO-GC0-1.60)
M Sales-service represerAatives (BCO- GCO -LCO)

N Telec?rnmunications "installers" (13CO-LCO)
P Graphic equipment "installers" IGC0)

, I
Source: W. Lee Foust et al.. "CMO Occupational Families"
(Cobra llis. Oregon: Communications Media Occupations Cluster, 1974).
Unpublished paper.

Figure 3.8. CMO Project's Occupational. Families

thesizing agents to bring subjecematter concepts and
career development concepts together, (3) revolve
around life .based experiences, and 14) are intended
for use by all students throughout their educational
programs.

The materials developed by the ETC Project have been organ-
ized in terms of the seven dimensions listed earlier and are
readily adaptable to all of the subject matter concepts shown
in Figure 3.8. .

The Communications Media Occupations
Cluster Project

In yet another project operated with funds provided under
Part I of the vocational education amendments of 1968, a con-
certed attempt has been made to create a more effective
deliVery system for career education efforts. In this project
the communications media occupations (CMO) project a pri-
ority function has beeit to develop an information system that
would provide the learner with information about the world

79 .
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of work. In doing so, those resporusible for its development
thought that decision making (by the learner) will be made
more effective, regardless of specific level i.e., awareness,
orientation, or in-depth exploration level.

Once a learner has made a decision concerning a particular
career, a new set of informational needs becomes apparent.

, At this- pokit, the learner needs indicators of the occupations,
educational reqiiirements, and training opportunities that are
available. And institutional program planners responsible f9r
designing programs need to know more than just the number
of learnePs interested in receiving training in a given occupa-
tional area. Information as to the employinent potential at the
national, regional, state, acrd local levels, as well as the number
'of workers presently available or training, is of great value to
both the learner and the institutional program planner.

1

Field Test Information System

Toward these.ends the cmo project, under direction of Dr.
1.1e Foust, Jr., and located at.Oregon State University, has
developed a prototypical information, system for use with the
communications -media occupations cluster. The system was
developed in cooperation with personnel responsible for a
similar system the Oregon Board of Education Career Pro-
gram Planning System. These two information systems share
program format and were at this writing jointly operational
on the Oregon State University computer system. They rep-
resent an initial reponse to the information needs described
earlier. Other career education" information needs exist, end it
is the intent othe cmo project staff, in cooperation with Ore-
gon Board of. Education personnel, to continue to develop
information systems that could serve career education needs
at the national, state, or local level.

CMO Occupational Families
, ..i

,

Whale the cmo project has devoted considerable attention
to developmental efforts related to the information system
described above, it has also been actively involved in the devel-
opment of materials that could be used within the information

, d'3
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system. Initially, the project staff divided the communications
media cluster into three major areas: (1) broadcast communi-
cations occupations (Bco), (2) graphic Communications occu-
pations (Gm), and (3) line communications occupations (Lco).
This in- turn has led to the identification of a series of cmo
occupational families. These "faniilies," which may be found
in any or all of the three major areas (Bco-oco-t.,co), are shown
in Figure 3.8. .

For each of the c4o occupational families, the project has
developed an information base tor' use in the information
system discussed in the preceding section. An example is shown
in Figure 3.9. As can be seen in the figure, the user of the

. information student, teacher, counselor, or program planner
can at a glance obtain considerable information relating to

the job title having the highest employment potential and can
quickly locate references to other job titles included in the
family. ..

Field Testing

The materials that have been developed by the communi-
cations media occupations cluster project are currently being
field tested in selected_ school systems in several western states.
The computerized program, while still being tested and modi-
fied, is operational at the present time. At this writing, the
project materials tiave not been published for distribution. It
is anticipated that publication and wide distribution will be
accomplished when the field testing program is completed.

4 The Project: Developing Career Awareness
for Spanish-Surnamed People .

1

This project, directed by Dr. Suzette Gebolys, of Central
Tekas College, represents still another approach used in the
curriculum development projects funded under provisions of
Part I of the vocational education amendments of 1968. In this
project, multimedia instructional support materials were devel-
oped by the research and development division of Central
Texas 901ege and field tested in (Ale of the Dallas middle
schools. .

it
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Occupational family: Photbgraphers (A) Broadcast
Giaphic

WIG Page: 230

The occupational family photographers (a) offers
employment opportunity in the broadcast and graphic
communications occupational areas The primary occu-
pation high employmbnt potential job title is:,

DOT Job Title - WTG Page DOT Number

Photographer, News 230 143062038

The job titles in this occupational farnily involve the
use of photography as a technology using light to -select a
design for the production of the message that is to be
distributed via the broadcast and graphic Communica-
tions distribution systems. These job titles all require
graduation from high school. An additional year or two of
post-high school training and two to fobr years of
experience are required for most job titles in this occupa-
tional family. For specific information on any job title,
refer to the GED ant SVP levels of education, training,
and experience provided in the alphabetical list of CM°
job titles at the end of this Guide,

-other CM° job titles in this occupatidnal family are found
on: N.,

WTG Page 230 i DOT Number

Camera operartor , 143062010
Photographer appreltice, conirriercial . . . 143062026
Photographer 143062034
Screen reported 143062048

Figure 3.9. Example of.the HMO Project's Occupational Family
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The materials, which included color videotape cassettes
and computer-assisted instructional lessons, were designed to
assist underachieving middle school students in,rriastering fun-
dementsl concepts of career education. In this particular effort
no attempt was made to focus on specific b or occupational
clustert; instead, the materials were designed to introduce the
student to the world of work and, at the same time enhance
the self-concept of the learner..

Project Objectives ,and Procedures

k Vie basic purpose of.the project has already been noted.
. 'In keeping with the purpose, the project had as its objective

the development and evaluation of multimedia materials.
foeusing_on career education concepts uniquely applicable
to ohicario studen t4. Stated in more specific fashion, the
project attempted to investigate the issue: Is -there a differ-
'enCelir learning and attitude between subjects of different
ethnic backgrounds when career education instruction is
conducted via videotape cassettes and reinforced with alter-
nating computer-assisted instructional segments?

To accomplish the objective, the troject developed fifteen
color videotapes and fifteen computer - assisted lessons de-
signed sDecifically- for usecwith chicano students. Thus a cor-
ollary issue to be investigated was: Are the videotape cassettes
and computer-assisted leAsons in career education concepts
uniquely well suited to chicano students, or do all students
profit equally from this experience?

The- videotape cassettes and computer-atsisted materials
were incorporated as instructional support for a one-semester a
course in occupational information for eighth grade students.

.. The materialisg.presented to the students as shown in Figure
3.10, served to augment regtilar classroom instruction.

. Conclusions

A The project has been completed and the results have-been
fully tabulated in a final report. The conclusions drawn from

`,. the effort, however, are included here in summary form:

4 J,
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(1) Student learning increased when classroom instruction
was augmented with multimedia materials developed in
this project.

(2) Increases in student learning, as measured by correct
completion of the computer:assisted materials, were
evenly distributed among black, chicano, and white
students.

.

Increases in student lemming, as measured by the pre-
and pftst-test, were greatest for black females; ail stu-
dents in the treatment group; however, averaged a
higher score on the post-test than did those in the con-
trol group. .

(3)

(4) Student motivation, as measured by class attendance,
was higher for those participants in the treatment group.

(6) Students positively responded to questionnaire items
dealing with their reactions to the experience. While
Chicano studerits reported more difficulty in under-
standing the videotapes and the computer-assisted in-
structions than did the black students,.this is partially
explained by the general English 'language problems
experienced by these students.

(6) The computer-assisted lessons were found to be a usable
instructional tool for students with below-average read-
ing levels. The individualized nature of these lessons
permitted the students to progress at their own pace,
thus accommodating their slow reading comprehension
rates.

4
Students evianced a great deal of enthusiasm and
interest to the total experience, particularly to the im-
mediate personal feedback provided in the computer-
assisted lessons.

..

(7)

f f.
4/n nary

The curriculum development projects that have been
described constitute only a portion of those 'which have been
funded under provisions of Part I of the vocational education

4
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amendments of 1968. Those that have been described were
chosen only to illustrate the variety of approaches that have
been taken. In one approach the focus was on the development
of content material, while in another it was on concepts.
In still another approach the emphasis was on the development
and use of technology-based information systems; and in yet
another emphasis was on the unique blending of technology
and content for use with minors ily and culturally disadvantaged
students.

As the products of these and other projects become avail-
able, teachers, coordinatois, supervisors, and directors will find
their resources for career education greatly t nhanced. Both
state and local education agencies will have av ilable many
more toolsall designed to ensure that career ec cation,in its
most meaningful form, does reach the student and does make
a difference.

o

Use of Career Education Cyriztficulum Materials

A,s indicated earlier in this Ater, there has been some
reluctance to define career eduction in precise terms. Because
of this, some state and local fdtiCation agencies may perceive
that career education curricuhim materials developed with th
help of national or federal agencies conflict.to same exte
with their own existing educational philosophy, is, however,
should not be a serious problem if the materialsat have
developed are adaptable to state and local needs.

Many state and local education agencies, in trying to help
career edLation practitioners cope with all of the problems
they face, have developed criteria to determine Ale accepta-
bility of curriculum materials. Some of these criteria are in the
form of checklists.that can be used to evaluate the worth of
specific curriculum?:;,;.., ptions. One such checklist has been
prepared by and e Ohio career development program
(illustrated in Fi As is evident: the checklist is de-,
signed -to assist pe onnel from both state and local levels in
examining curricular mailrials with some degree of objectivity
and specificity. In addition, the checklist might alp) be used

t.
r
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Curriculum Screening

14 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16

11 Materials represent concepts of the career development
program.

Poor /Excellent

2. Objectives are measurable.

,Podr1 Excellerit

3. Materials contain c9iiitive learning experiences.

Poor I i I
I
Excellent

4. Mbfferials contain effective learning experiences.

Poor 1 1 I Excellent

5. Materials contain psychomotor learning experiences.

Poor I Excellent

6. Materials are relevant to the world of work.

Poor II Excellent

I

7. Materials represent a balance betwebn subject areas
and careers.

P0011 I Excellent

8. Materials are feasible for use in the classroom.

; Poor I I I I Excellent

91 Resources requires for implementing the materials
are listed.

P°"1 1 I I

10. Evaluation techniques are built in.

xcellent

Poor I i I 'Excellent

11. Overall usability: Recommendations

Figure 3.11. Checklist for Qhio's Career Development Program
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effectively by citizens' study or advisory committees as they
work with educational personnel.

In some states, tie criteria for assessing, components of
Career education eincluding curricular developments
presented in the form of guidelines, position statements, or
conceptual models. The Nevada State Department of Educa-,
tion, for example, has prepared and distributed a monograph,
Carter Development in Net,acla, which contains'both a policy
and position" atement and a Concept al model. The mono -
graph is into ed as a resource tool t at can be used by loceal
school person el as they develop and implement programs of
career education and, inference, to uate the degree to
which programs and m terials achieve the p rposes that have
been assigned.

Barriers tothe Use of Curricular Materials

OrdiAarily, phi osophies toward career education do not
vary substantially om state to state or from district to dis-
trict. The difference. that do exist vfould appear to be more
in terminology than i substance. However, even differences
in terminology or m e accurately, differences in under-
'standings of terrrunolog may well be a reason for either
nonacceptance or outright re4ection of a given curricular ap-

4. proach in career education. In addition, it should be noted that
in recent years there has developed in many state and local
education agencies a sizable cadre Of educators, who are quite

'\knowledgeable in the skills of curriculum development. Such
educators may perceive their own product to be superior to a
"ready-made" one. . . . .

If careex education is to be a moving force in American
,education, every effort must be made to achieve the kommon-
ality of understanding that is needed. At the same tine, every
effortinust also be made to.usethe best procedures and mate-
rials that are avialable, regardless of who produced them. And
if it is apparent that the ':best of two worldscshould be used,
then so be it as Hoyt (1974) and his colleagues have implied:

It is'apparent- that, at present, most development
' of career education instructional materials goes on in

isolation from similar efforts in Other school systems.

83
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It is also apparent that the most innovative materials,.
at present, are being deVeloped at the local school
system level and not in the college and university set-
tings..... What is really needed, however, is the availa-
bility of reasonable effective materials which can be
revised by classroom teachers. (Emphasis added.)

'However, the ability or expertise needed to adapt, revise,'
oy construct curricular materials is not ay that is needed if

Atate and local education agencies` are to se, either in Coto of
in part, the curricular materials' that have been developed.
Some general guidelines or criteria are also needed. Four such
guidelines 'were develope y the American Institutes of Re-
search in the Behavioral Sci nces.*According to the Institutes,
curricular materials for career 'education should be:

(11 Economically feasible: The cost of implementation
must not be too high for typical schooLsystems. It must
fit within the confines ofnormal school expenditures
for textbooks, workbooks, routine instructional mate-
rials, and classroom operation costs.

(2) Predicated upon regular classroom stOling patterns:
Long-term in-service teacher training, extensive use of
teacher aides or paraprofessionals, or the use of new
categories of technical specialists is neithei character-
istic of most public education nor likely to be charac-
teristic in the immediately foreseeable future.

(3) Containit within the current allocation of teacher time
and effort: It cannot be expectedPeither to extend the
school day or to su pplan t present parts of the curriculum.

(4t) Amenable to local needs: inttrests.and options. It is
kuhrealistie to assn -me that fixed -"c innedr-or "prepack-
ti aged" curriculums can anticipate all possible combine-
ihtions of state, local, and personal needs. Options for

ctive access. and use, basedupon local district and
rner needs, must be provided in the curriculum de-

tsign and structure.

Thus with the commitment of federal, state, and locai
personnel to develop sound' curricular materials in career
eduCation, it appears that all efforts will further ensure that

8.9
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. )
career education is a movement which reaches beyond admin-
istrative doors into the classroom for the improvement of
education for each student.
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Models,
.Elements,
and Characteristics
of Career
Eslucation
Ddid L. Jesser
Byron Vanier*

For some time, numerous education'agencies at every level
of education have been seriously involved in a comprehensive
examination or study of the concept of career education. State,
local, post-seco ary, and national education agencies and
institutions h e all engaged in a proces.4 of sorting out the
many definitions, components, and purposes of career educa-
tion tAt have been formulated during the past few years:At

, the same time, these agencies have also engaged in a process
-obrevising, refining; modifying, or otherwise adapting these

I definitions, components, and purposes in the hope that the end
product, Will better, or more nearly, meet individual agency
needs. As a result, there .are countless "models" of career edu-
:cation, and to some the multitude of models seemingly ap-
prpaches chaos. However, such is not the case.

While educators arid proponents of career education will
readily recogniie that a variety of individual approaches exists,
together with a wide range of individu0 differences, those same
educators and proponents of earlier eduCation must also rec-
ognize that while the apprOaches differ in specific detail, there
are basic similarities threads Of commonality to be found
in each.

*Formerly with tjie Nebraska gtate Department of Education.
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For lample, one of the fundamental purposes of career
education is that the educational program at every level be
relevant to the total world of work, to the*community, and to
society in general. It is difficult to identify any model that does
not recognize, in some fashion, this purpose. Another basic pur-
pose of career education consists of helping leaders understand
more about themselves, the world of work, and how they relate
to it. Again, virtually all models recognize this. And still
another basic purpose consists of helping every learner (from
kindergarten on) become better prepared to chbose, in a
rational mower, a career field that wilt enable the person to
be a productive, contributing member of society and live a
completely self-rewarding life. Once again, most Models recog-
nize this purpose.

The broad kinds of similarities of the basic purposes serve
also to illustrate the reasons for 'the common characteristics
that are found in most of the models that have been developed
for career education. Several of these mbclelsareexamined in
this chapter. If we look at them in some detail, it may be pos-
sible to generate still another modelone designed to more
adequately meet the educational needs of a state education
agency, a loCal school system, or an institution of higher learn-
ing. And by more adequately meeting those needs, we can
better serve the needs of the individual learner.

Career Education Models
e .

As th4concept of career education has evolved Or devel-
oped. some programs that have been generated have attempted
to incorporate career education concepts into every subject
area in the curriculum. Examples of this approach were dis-
cussed in a preceding chapter and need not be repeated here.
It should be noted, however, that other programs have emerged
which include only resource units in a Limited number of sub-
ject areas, and these only at certain grade leVels. These
approaches are obviously very different. Basically, however, in
the programs of both approaches the terms "career awareness,'
"career exploration," and "career preparation" are to be fre-
quently fodnd. In this vein; the or similar terms are readily
noticeable in the various model g of career education.

.0.

, ,
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U.S. Office of Education Model r

When Dr. Mar land first discussed the need for programs in'
career education, he envisaged an educational program in
which elementary students would be helped to understand
more about the wide range of jobs in our society, together with
the roles and requirements that exist in and among them. He
envisaged a program in which junior high school stucirt,-;.,.:'1};
would be able to ,exirlore, through hands-on experiences;, -n
limited number of occupational fields or clusters. And he
cussed the need for a program ip which every senior high school
student would have an opportunity to become prepared for
.employment upgn exiting from high school,or for entry into
some form of post-secondary education. '

The USOE model, .as shown in Figure 4.1, contains the basic
characteristics or components that have already' been men7
tioned: Provision'is made for students to become acquainted
with the world of work and their relationship to it; provision is
also made for students to have,oppOrtunities to explore broad
occupational areas. And, as the model show's, students are
given the opportunity either to acquire entry skills' or specific
occupations or toAlliquire the skills needed for them to move
into the next preparational Idvel.

For example, if astudent were to choose 'to 'exit at grade
ten, certain basic job-entiy skills would have been acquired,
thus enabling-the student to enter the world of 'work. Or, as
the model indicates, a student exiting at grade twelve should,
be able to enter a specialized occupation or enter into a period
of more specialized education. Exit from the latter should be
into a more technical occupation or another pericti of special-
ized education. The several components are explained more
fully in the following discussion.`v

Awareness Stage

The USOE model includes kindergarten through sixth grade
inthe "career awareness stage." Students in these grades

ould'become aware of the world of work and the wide range
of occupations that exist within it; and they should understand
how 'they themselves relate to the world of work. Since the
model was developed, there have been numerous attempts by

9 I.
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01
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Professional job

,16
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Adult and continuing education-
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Four-year
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( 13 Technical job
education
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education job
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m)1010. Entry-level job

.Career exploration
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4

0

Figure 4.1. U:S. Office of Education's Career
Education Model
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state and local eljucitionagencies and other advocates of career
education to refine it or further delineate or define it.; For
example, the Portland, Oregon, career development program

a. (Rasmussen and Carpenter, 1971) contains for this level of
career education an "orientation to occupations" segment,
that is designed to enable students to:

(1) Learn attitudes of respect and appreciation for'all types,
, of work and for workers in all fields

(2) Relateothe subject matter of each discipline to occu-
pations

(3) ExPress their Own interests; aptitudes, and abilities in
several of the major career fields

(4) Make tentative choices of career fields that they would
like to explore .

s
, .

(5) Know the wide range of occupations' open to them

in similar fashion, the Oregon career education. program.
"The Oregon Way" lists the following as the career. aware-
ness phase, which includes program:4 in the elenientary grades
where the students will:

(1) Develop awareness
available

(2) Develop awareness
tiona1 career role

of the many occupational careers,
.

of self in relation to the occ4Pa-
I,

(3) DeveloR,foundatiotis for wholesome attitudes toward
work and society

s .

(4) Develop attitudes of respect and appreciation toward
workers in all fields

(5) Make tentative choices of career clusters to explore in
. greater depth during middle school year

0,,
Goldhamrsier and Taylor (1972) suggest that the -awareness

stage should provide for five majOr functions to be fulfilled:

-(1) Basic skills of learning and social development

(2) Examination of essential functions pertaining, to life
and the individual and social activities othuman beings

gi
000

:a

j
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(3) Examination of ttie bask characteristics of a person's
life in various societies. . -

(4)
.
Exploration Of the environment and nature and , how .
humans learned about them, and used them - 1. ,

(5) Exploratia ofThasic interests and potentialities of each
child

These examplesieflect both ,the manner in w4iech similarities
exist and the way in which individual modificatidns alight lae*

.t made. In this'icon text, these should .suffice; however; they
Should simultaneously .provide sound guidelines to the inter-
ested and concerned educator who is trying to refine or redefine
a !oat program. '

Marla Peterson and her associates in the Enticrtment of
TeacherCounselor Competencies project include basic" con.
cepto that children in kindergarten through sixth grade should
be aided in learuing. Tbese'concepts are catalogued as to the
affective,°c4nitive, or psychomotor domain and are presented
in terms of six readiness levels.'

CdreeT Exploration Stage

Iri referring once again to the tisoE iliodel in Figure 4.1, -
we note that grades seven through-nine are included in the
"carver exploration stage," where it is intended that, students -

be given an opportunity to explore ili depth their chosen occu-
.pational families. Such exploratio.may consist of hands-on
experiences, field trips,-contact with resource people from pusi-
nesal and industry, or observatiOnalactWities related to
pat ional clusters.

, To ,again illu'strate how 'differeniyet similar Approaches
have occurred, let us examine Portiand7s career development
program, which includes an occupational explbr4a. n phase
that consists of a:variety of exploratory experiences of suifi-s
dent scow and depth to enable students to:

(1) Understand the physical, educational, and skill require-
rnents of typical oeetipations

(2) Relate their 'own interests, aptitudes, and abilities' to
the requirements of typical occupations inA number of
career clusters

.
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(3) Appreciate the importance of.educatia- lid career
training as-preparittion fOr a satisfying life, - .. _ . , D

(4) Arrive 'at a tentative career choice in on appropriate
field .

. o
- .

.

1.1

.
At ,the state level, many state education agencies have .

_ either adapted) o? redefined the career -exploration stnge as ..
- , found in the USOE model. The Oregon .Board of Education, for

example, hasincludedin its plan, "The OregOn Way;" a career
l ex,p18ration program for middle school years, - usually grAdes t ,

six or seven through ten, where students will:

-(1).gxplore ,key occupational areas and assess their own ..
interests, and abilities. l. . . .o

. .

(2) Become familiar with occupational clasAifications and
clusters

-.4 1

(3) Develop'awarenegg of relevant factors to be considered
in decision making

(4) Gain experiencen meaningful decisiiin making

i5r Develop tentative'occupational plans and arrive at`i
tentative career choice -..

,.. Goldhammer and Taylor (1972) suggest several functions
with which career education programs in the middle a junior
high school years shoUld be concerned:

, (1) Ooptinued growth and increased competence in the use
. of ,basic .skills 4

--3- 2(2).Examinotion of a. biliad. range- of vocational, Avoca-
tional, family life, citizenship, and cultural- career.,
,alternatives . . ..

. . .
(3)txploration of several potential personal career oppor-;

. tumities
1 )1 1 ' e

e (4) Development of skills and attitudes toward career
choices

. . .
(5) Preliminary selection of general areas for future voca-

..,

Lima, careers

(6) Broadened knowledge of perso,nat-and educational re-
quirements involved in various careers

4
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1.7). Examination of humankind's' value- and belief systertas,

.-.. ,. :
As the Issoi model and other representative models (to be

discussed subsequently) in4icate, career education consists of
a total sequerice-Of activities not of several unrelated parti. .
Thus it would be fallacy to think .that any one segment shown
in the upcominginodeli is more or less important-than any

"other, for' no segMent can properly function in the absence
of the others. But while all segments are knporttint to the total
.process, it must be recognized that as the learner,ptogresqes
-through ttie sequence, the cal*er Oiplorationstage is the pivoal\

0 point'hecause It is during this 'Stage that the learner begins to i
narrow career choices and to focus' mote clearly on areas Of
preparation. It is vital, "then, that career education practi- ''
tiOneks-andprogram planners epsure that dui ing the piddle or ''.
junior highchool yeats, students are aware that/his segment'
is truly significant and notjus!, something tossed in to 'fill up.
the hiatus between elementary school and- high school.

. .

Caper Preparation
r

Stage y
. \9

Within the USOE career education moclel, grades ten
through twelve are included in the7"career preparation stage','. During this time, students &Mayen the oriporfurlity to aCquire .

the necessary entrytleyel 3competenc*s in their ltentativelyr .
_chosen occupational field or to becOnie-prepared to enter some
'form of post-secondary educaticita program. In the Portland ',

_program; this stage is ,termed "?ccupptional 'preparation," and
is described as consisting of programs ttrat, according to Ras
mukien and Carpenter (197I), "provide students with in -depth ,

instruction an occupational skills and knowledge sufficient for
effective job entry, or advanced Occupational training:" Occupa-
Clonal preparation program& in the Portlanti appioach,.should
enable students to:

(1) Perform the' tasks basic to one ,pr. more occupations 'to
standards of accuracy and speed that will qualify. them
for employment in an entry-level lob D . .

. ...
(2) oftrfine or confirm their tentative caper choices/ .

. . (11rokcquire.occu"pationsf sVis, knoWledge,, and under-.
i*'``standing -sufficient' tO appretiate 'the need for ,and to

,
.,.

N

I -

.
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, pursue *more-advdriced ocOpational'ttaming
. oa.a full- tr

-
or part-tane Basis .

.
A' . (4) Learn- acceptable job..ai,4tude4 and aPpreiate 'the iin-;, '

- , portance of thiii oc4pation and standards '
. .. - -

'
.:,

. Oregon's -state educatiOn agensy.(theathei Board of.Edur
. cation) has :indicated. that 'the, occupational "stage shota be
centered on career cluster programs in eleventh and twelfth -

. ' graties, whet6 students will: .-
. .. . .

l . W.

(1) Acquire occupational skills and`knovOedge for ensr.y-
level employment or advancettoceupationpraining :

i 1

. " (?.) Tie a rnajohty of ,high schbol experience intogeriera.
ized career goils, .

: ../ - , _ . . .

(3) Develop', acceptable* job halts . . _

(4). Be involved in.cooperaiive-lkotk experiences an iiiivi
. ,.

an opportunity to be-a member bra vocational yokth
-:

organization . ..... sr
I . 0 4 9 ,

Goldhammer and) Tayloi1972) outline several major func-
tions of the senior high school (which they see as tenth through
twelfth grades): ' k .

0 -
(1). Emphasis on coafinuous refinement, use, and aripll:

catiorolif basic skills ,

(42)-Desielopinert of specific knowledge and skills' needed

tN,
- for family life, 'avoeational, cieizenshif, =and cdltural

...- ,.
. , 'cAvers.

$ '.... .. ,..;(3) Exploration and personal esting of avofatic;nal career
:-7 opportbnities. within the 'ppecsific cluster or area .

. .(4) .Selection of specific career and initial preparation and -
. expiciratibn of 91tthigh school preparation potentia

. . .
.(5) lieveloRment asome salable skills . -.

. . .' These should also be valuable both to career education plan:
neis.and to program personnel. :' -, . '.., ...

_.
, `Post;seconVaty Staff .

.. , .
The USOE model is not only'directed, &ward students from

:kinderggrtn through' twelfth Fade, it also include those who,. . .

'
\ to 1 JO

,
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will be exiting school and entering the world of work, This in
no wa;, implies lack Sf-concern for those who will have eddi-

. . tional, schooling, fof,stOeht may exiesecondary school and
still participate in a'technical education program, a four.year.-
college or university; or some other academic, or military form
of ediication. In atty case, it.should be obvioui that success in
a post:secondary ;prograrh will be predicated upon the totality
(and degree of suRciess)- of the preceding K-11- program.

.
i

*rents of career awareness, explorlition, and prepara--
do c exist n the dhlt phase of the,pregramwith basic . .

-differences of philoiophy. Adult programs rest upon an indi-
viduarsprevious experiences and activities'that were nieahirig
Iful,wherelis the K.:-12 program develops.triese experienceq, and
activities. It is also essential thabadtilts have flexibility in
and exit df the program so that their needs are better served.
The :adult: phase -of .career education holds the promise of
inakitil the, time-honored expression lifelong learning" a- -

(eality in our technologically ,oriented society; .
Inthe Oregok approach, the post-s&Ondary effort is called

"occupational specialization" an apt degcription: It includes
program
and stec)2

t

t

community colleges, -apprenticeships, vocational -

real schools, and four-year collegwind universities.
amework, Oregon's leaineti*ere to:,.

(1)'Be itivopecl in developing specific occupational knowl-
edge and preparation in' a specialifed job-area

() Bove, they opportunity to form meaningful employert,
employee types of .relationships

. .

Be.propled necessary retraining or Upgrading skills

els

'A ong ed ators, someone once said, there is a "semantic.
loosgness.'" Alth gh this may be true throughout education,

.it is indeed a tru m in career education. We have discussesl,
the-rrfliny kinds o' cepts; and as fewas with these, so it is .

with .modik In some instances, they are perceived as being
miniature, scaled -down replicas, egtact ih.ever'y detail, of some
.object.-In other instances, they are used to portray in some
f ashion ideas, concepts, procedures, systems, and the like.

r

r
aai
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The USOE moddl gave usaboth a proCed gre and a'systemin
which career education might be incorporatecl into a total'
education system. Those described in this section give similar
id ip and procedures on how career education"fits7 into the,
total edufation system,No one model for par,er eifticAtfon is'
-liktry to .prbVide allibf the..answerato giyeb.fitivtions:There

alWays .be -unique circumstances; and `these swill require
a 'ptation or modification of the basic models.:thosepreseriled -
here serve to assist edueRtorsviiho are to be the practitiqners
of career bducation iri perceMng ways in which models, de-
signed to meet needs unique to each situation. may be created.

7:11e,Oregonliodet
. .

Inarkany resOCts, the,f)regon model (Figure 4.2) is like .the.-
t_lsoE model, for they 'both are inpyrarnid form -(albeiCone is
inxerted) each showing the progression of the stuqent thrOugh
the-school years' of career education. 'While the UWE model
seems portray-a constant broadening:of learner options,,the
Oregon mbdel'portrays a movempnt L. in a series of deCision:f
matang points that 'lead to refinement and specialization aTs
the learner proceeds through the sequence. Both concepts:
(broadening and movement) are majer goals ofecareer .-;
tion. Tha,sispificance of guidance. mid 'counseling is stressed ,

in the Oregon model. .$ '
The Nevticia Model A,

White .several stale -echidtion agencies have evel/ oped
.

'.'m'odeldsirriilarp the yertical schematic useiin Oregon, others,
.tijring their own process of "sorting out," have depicted career

4 education in many ditTererit. ways. The Nevada State Depart- .7:4

:7 'bent of Education, for example,has'creveloped a series ofNenrP
xliagrim-type conceptualiiations to portray career education.
The first of these, shCiwn iri chittpter I (Figuite 1.2), is intended

- to focus on the 'learner withi& the "real" world. The modet,,,,'
illustrates that the four learriing qiivironments (School, home,
communiky,and Wotkplace) nCeonly interrelate, they areni

,_ :fact dependent upon one 'another.
I

For purposes Of clarification; the Nevada State Departmegt
of Education has incit&ded the following definitions for use with
Figure' 1:2: 1 "1

1
. c

fl
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CAREER EDUCATION;
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%

,

--k,

Occupational/
Speciazation

Includes PrOarame In "

Apprent
13 cornm:enstvolleges

Private voc-teCh schools
dyear colleges 6 universities

Where students will
be volved In developing specito9

occupational knowledge and pr.lpara--
hon MA specialized job area

have opporturpity lo form mearringlul
emPidiel-employee refationships

be provided necessary renainietor
upgrading skills

N

C

e

,""' r

Occupational :iteration
Genters on career cluster pr ms at 1%12 grades
Where students will

acquire occupational skills and knowledge for ent%
levet employment or advanced occupalional Imam°

tie a majority of high school experiences Into
penalized career goals

develop acceplatte job altitudes

be involved in cooperative work experienceand have
Opportunity lo bpa membetot /I vocational youlb Organization

I

N

,

Career Exploration
Programs m the rinctochool years. usually grades 6 or I through lb.
where students will

VOWS net, occupational areas and assess own Interests end abilities

become i amber with occubattonal classificalions and clusters
k

develop awareness of relevant factors lobs considered in decision ArlY Intl

gain exPellence in meaningful demsion making

develop tentative occupslional plans and arrive ala Weight.e career choice

Career Awareness.
Includes programs in the elementary grades. where studenls will

develop awareness et the many occupational careers available

develop awareness of Belt in relation totheoccupstion-career role

. develop foundations for wholesome attitudes toward work and society

develop attitudes of respect and apprecialtonloward workers in an fields

make lentalrve choices of a career cluster to explore in greater depth dung Ininschoo6eare

0
U

N

S

E

I

. ' or

Figure 4.2. Career Education The Oregon Way,.
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, (1) Real worid:,The universe of human experience affect-
ing individual life-styles; everything That con4ributes
to human development,

(2) WorkAIRce: The areas where one performs labor, tasks,
or duties which afford ,people their accustomed means
of livelihood or results in personal satisfaction

{3.) Community:, An interacting population of variouskinds
dt individuals in a common location, linked by common

\- rules, law's, or values

(4) Home: A placewhere a person lives; either alone or With
others 1

15) Schoid:. A place for formalized teaching of persons
through a series of structured experiences

(6)- Learner: Any person

Two companion diagrams, also.developed by the -Nevada
State Department of Education for use in its career education ,
effort, are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The fotmer is intended
to illustrate the intvrrelationshi0 of experiences, occupaifons,
and subject matter areas in the -alucational arena, while the i

' latter intended to depict the several stages of careel- edut
cation. 1-

The Ohio Model ss ,
In tilt career educati&-, effdmis. described in terms

of career developinefit, and the model Oat ha's been developed
by personnel in the .0hip state education agency to depict'
career education is termed "Ohio's Careen Development Con-
tinuum." The Ohio model is, illustrated in Figure 4.5, and, as
will be noted, portrays the process of careerliducation in a

. linear (horizontal) fashion: proceeding from kindergarten
through the post-secondary (adult) years.

The Ohio career development program (career motivation,
orientation, and ekploration) is intended 'for all students in

. kindergarten through tenth grade. At grade nine, as the model .
indicates, some students become involved in ith "occupational
work adjustment program," while others may participate in
an "oc5upational laboratory." In grades eleven and twelve, stu-
dents participate in programs designed to equip them with job-

., . .

10.4,
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EduCational
Programs

-10 Provide, an
Employable and
WO-Adjusted

.0Citizen

Grade Level
K-6 7-6 940 - 1 11.12

Post-SeCondary

Career Career Career
Motivation Orient'ation Exploration

0,1,0-ArtAgiMME00,0373MV*114,310ROAMOO,4,
Special Programs for Disadvantaged and
Handicapped Students ,

All AM
Students Students.

Figure 4.5. Ohio's Cireei Develo merit Continuum
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CAREE4R EDUCATION:

Career
Development

Self-Awareness
'

I
*Career Awareness .

and Exploration -

Career Decision Making
and Planning
o

Job and
Advanced Placem

7;

Kindergarten Academic Skill;
through Adult Vocational Skills

Technical Skills=:-
A

Figure 4"./.. Michigan's CppceptuakMode1 of the Componen4
' ofCareer' Education

. f
The Wisconsin illotl . d

For Wiscohsin's., concept of career -edu
Department of+Instrustion created a three
tire44.9)..The key elements (one _at ,each an

. career planning "f)reparatio'n, and (3) the
As the- fi

.

atiqn, the state's.,
ed Todd! (Fig-
are (1) self, (2):-

rid of work.
e relationships among the key ele-

me must ITO 'considered iu the process" of 'career' deyelop-
ent. Mows that there is during the proFesA ati

"ettergifig .self" with some kind ,of"wicationakidentity.", This ,;
emerging self will, through ratilval decision mtikin-g, cause

1

ay
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CAREER EDUCATION L,
9

t

Decision Making

EifiargtagSelf .

and Vocational Idea, tity

Factors

Social.Economic -Poittical
individual Psychological
Structure and Nature

Information Gathering
Family, Peers, Community'
Education and Training

*

Figure 4.9. Wisconsin's Triangular
Career Development Model

ir,

other relationships with the key elements to emerge. The defi-
nition given to "self: "Plow one person perceives himself in -

relation to his individual charaeteristici and the relationships,
he has with others within his.inteiwenh* environment."

The. Kontos Model -
,

In Kansag, the conceptof career eductlitibn is perceived as
being a developrgentalplocess one that:begins with a formal
educational program (Milergarten) and extends through the
adult years into the retirement years {Figure 4.10). The model

O

1 .A .11
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Individual's' Lifetime Career involves:
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Figure 4.10. Kansas: Conceptual Model. for Developmental Cpreer Education
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graphically indicates that an individual'S lifetime career in-
volves four closely related components: (1),self, (2) resources, -'

. ,4 .(3) work; and (I) leisure.. For each of the componeriti, tile
process of career education will lead the individual fronilfiwgre-.
ness to action. More importantly; the' model shows, thati, 1

through the procesi, the several interrelationships should be.
constantly conSidered.

_

The Georgia Model

While the Georgia model shown in Figures '4.11 and 4:12
does not look' like the models previously discussed, it 'does ,

illustrate a system for career education. As shown in-she first
model, the necessary elements d£ career education are placed
along'one axis, while the various -learner 'levels are 'placed
along the other. This grid can' then be, used to identify where
particular activities should occur. In the char. inFigure 4.12; ,

the "trious blocks in ale grid' have been filled in with iugges,
tions on which activity. Is to,4* done ("programs") and sug-.'
gestiOns on who ("Staff") is to lie responsible for the particular
ac tivity, .

The Alabama Model
.

The Alabama model is constructed in still.another manner.' -
It shows 'a continuum .11'0n-1-kindergarten thrOugh twelfth grade
(Figure 4.103,.and-also shows the basic elements of careeE,edu- '
cation and what each element is intended to prOduce. This (y
model, as did others, takei.the child From tfie self-awaieness,

ze to "self and "social, fulfillment." In the center column( 4.

shown' the eleinerits (influences) that suround the child as
he or she continvb,through the career education process.

iThe Louisiana Model
The model for career educktionahat ()vas developed for use

in Louisiade (Figure 4.14) is a Sequential plan The several
stages, or elements,-. of career education are'indicated. The,
model also includes the process 'needed for each of the six
Stages depicted. Information and experience, the figtire shoWs,
will lead to self-development, which in turn will lead lo indi-
vidual success in each.stage with the extra bonus of k healthy

- sense of well-being.
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Educational

Career aware ass

EConomic ayesreTss

-"Deqlsion making ,

BegInninb competertay

Employability skills '

. Attitudes and .apprectaboris

1,

Career
Fducallotr,

41:lome
and

C4mmunity
Lire

SeU-identity

Educarnar Identity

- 'Career identity

Economic understanding

Career decilitms

Employment Shills

Career placement

411- and social fulfillment

Figure 4;13. Alabiunfi's Element's of-Career Education
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10."'

. Summary -
. ,

.

We have attempted to iliUstrate, with the help of careeit
.

k' edudatibn model's of various, states; how the concept, of caner
--education' has been interpreted' by educators anti ['ay citizen
o in selected states. The usog model gave us an insight into bow
tbi$ concept is viewed at -the -national Jevel. - The similarities'
and yet. differences were indeed noticeable. (We, hasten to add ''
that: differences ,are attributable to the fact that local and
state statutes, regulg5tion's; policies, or interpretations of-need!".
are often th4leterrriinilig factor that creates these diffitences:)
Yet it isfreadayevident that a prociss foicareer education has

- been established by these -states and .contains the basic ele--;
merits: awareness, eXploratiori, and' preparation.
. - -.7 t i.

.

.

.instructional Models for. Career Education

Process and content models have been describecl,above and
curriculum models were discussed in chapter 3. vve.noW turn'

.

li
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our attention to how in what instructional mode career '
education might best be presented to tfie learners. For this
puipose, USOE has developed four models, thiough research :*
and development activities, which are intended to. facilitate 1;
career education goals. In August 1972, these models were
transferred to the National Institute of:Education, since most
of the research and development respOnsibilities were to 13e I
given 'to this new agency.. he models were originally conceived
Of as'a tool to: (1) investigate and test alternative hypotheses !i
on the delivery of career education, and (2) design and develop
prototypical career education programs congruent with e 'oh
of the various hypotheses.

Model SChooI-Based Career Education,
41° '',11

In the school-based model of career education,the inteht
was to develop a system in which learning experiences mould
be more relevant and meaningful for the learner. To accom-
plish this purpose, designers of the system,reatizea that learn-
ing experiences..Must be closely related to the objectives of
career education meaning that fundamental changes' would
be needed in the curriculums of public schools. Ohio State Uni-
versityls'eenter for Vocational and Technical.Education had
the responsibility of developing the school-based career edu-.
cation model.

In 1971, the Center contracted with six local sehoql systems
throughout the nation to further4velop (and infuse into
their educational programs) a comprehensive career education
Model, These six school syste,ms Atlanta (G o 'a), Hacken-
sack (New Jersey), Jefferson Colin!), (Coloradd), Os Angeles
(California), Mesa (Arizona), and Pontiac (Michigan) were
to engage in what was peiceived to be a fiveyear, four-stage
effort.

The objectives of the-school-base career education model
were that an education ystem would be developed and tested
which would develop in students:

.(1) 'A compretiensiVq awareness of career options

,.(2) A concept of self in keeping wit,th a work-oriented so-
ciety', including positive attitudes about work, school,

1. Zit

1
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and society. and a sense of satisfaction resulting from
successful experienceein these areas

4tdtonal characteristics such as self-respect, initiative,
resotircefuln.ess

o: Stage I Career awareness-
.(K-31

3.
Stage 1 Career motivption

. (2-6)
t

cv, r Stage Ill Career exploratioh
.

(5-9).
. .. ...

- a.-,4-
. Stage IV . TentitiVecareerdecisions .
,-..,-, . (840) .

, .
i: Stage V Acquisition,ol careerlentry

or skills (9-12i different ..
. programs) .

I 4

4/1141

Stage VI i Career entry

S

>A. Employment
Further study and training

B. Specialized study and training
ErritsloYrnailt
Further study and training

Each stage require

Information
Experience

Which leads to:
First-hand personal,
learning

A Wtoictt lead's

Self-development
Which leads to:

success
-Which leads -to:

ndividual

A healthy sensrtif well-bbing

Figure 4.14.'career Education in Louisiana:
An xperience-Based, Sequential Plan

.
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s(19" realistic, understanding of the world of work and edu-
cation which assists individusls in becoming contribut-
ing members of society

(5) The ability .to enter employment in a selected occupa-
tional area or to go on for further education

Such a system, it was hoped, would serve to 1) inctease career
'options of students, (2) assist students in making decisions
regarding careers,_and (3) prepare students to enter, suitable
employment or go on to the next .level of education.

The conceptual model of coviprehensive career education,
in Figure 4.15 shows the heairy emphasis placed upon iuidance,
even in. the elementary grades/ In addition, the participating
school systems and the Center for Vocation(al and Technical
Education itt MO have ted eight elements to be infused Into
all courses at each grade level, with their anticipate Outcomes:

Career Education" Elements

Career awareness knowledge of
the total spectrum

Self- awareness -; knowledge of t)fe,,
components, that make up self

Appreciations and4attitudes hie
roleK-feeling toward self and
others in respect to society .
and economies

Derision-making skills applying
information to rational- processes
to reach.decisions

Ecoripinic awareness - perception of
processes in production. distri-
bation consumption

Skill awareness n d beginning com-
petencies skills: ways in which
humans extend theirbehavior

Employable skills social, and
communications skills appropri-
ate to career, placernerit

Educational awareness percep-
tion of relationships between
education and life '1

Element Outcom?

Career identity role 4t+roles
within the world or wbrk

Self-identity know oneself;
consistent valuersystem

Self- and social fulfillment
active (thus satisfying) work
role -

Career decisions ,career direc-
tion: hag a plan for career
development

Economic understanding solve
personal and social problems
in an economic environment

Employment skills immetence
in performance 'of jobrelsiteci,

- tasks

Career placement .employed in
line with career development
plan

Educational identity. ability
to select educational 'avenues
to develop career plans

From these eight elements, there have been developed 32
themes,.ahout fifteen' hundred goals, and three thousaid`be-

1
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. Continuing and AdultEducation

Beccatalreate , Post-Secondary s ,
Career 1Nonbaccal4ureate)

Education . Programs

;.-1.-

Intensified guidance services/ Placement

Figure 4.15. A Comprehensive Career Education System
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.

. havioral objectives. 'The initial 'products. of this, effort are to. . .
be made available to-schools. .

-

,

Model II: Em-nloyer-Based7eareer Education-, . . f
A

Tht employer -based mcareer education model seeks to serve
secondary school students through an optional outzof-school. .

program.-. program format has been established which pro::. .

$
a vides the' neceshary. lifetime skills via arrangements with theii.- business'and industry community and the schools.-Career skillstk

'devefogin-ent is 'being accomplished in rgal-life'-oceupational - .-
1 settings by: 14:ness arid industry, With the schools being

4 r responsible,10:The related 'academic training. This model is
: intended as a provision for personalized education experience

hrough existing ..eorric him and actualwork through adult . ..

activities that are rnana ed by employffs..The modelfias four
-;objectiv.es: ..

. , .
,..,

-(1) To provide = alternative.educational program
.

for st4.1-
denti,in an employer-based setting

(2) To unify the, ,positive elements Of academic, general,
. and vocational curriculums into acomprelierAive career e

edIcation program. .,

(3) To increase the relevance(of education .as it applies to
,. . the world of work -

. . .

(4) To broaden the base.of .community participation, par-
ticularly by inValving, public tend priVafe _employers
more directly and significantly in edirct4ion

The employer -based modetztvas cbardered a " priority" by
the National Institute- pf Education during s 4 year 1974.

.. Crintracual.arrangemints madeteenbhave Lest con-
'Sortia of public and private businesses an other organizations,

.. including several of thes6region'al educational laboratoties....
..,

.),

. ,Mod'el III: Home- and Community-Based Career/
Education

The home- and community-based m
tide caster options lo'persons eighteen

t he fiRrrte as a center of lea rning.'This

.12.

.

el is designed to pro-
5 years of qge, using.
am will assist adults

-4
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in identifying their aipirations and in' m ching their capl- .
hilities, experiences, and- motivations to and 'pro es s-

, through an appropriate educ tional iirogram. These pro ems
will rely upon mass mediafou d iii Che homo;:stich-as televiltion
and radio, and those that can be brought into the home, such
as videotapes and cassettes. Career clinics within the com-
inunit/ for appsopriate career counseling, are also to be.

.

The objective of this model is fivefold: .
) To develap educatifmal delivery systems for the home

and the comnkrity
To provide new career eauCation.pro ams for adults

(3) To establish a guidance and career pl eitt system
assist individuals in occupational and re ted life roles

(Olio develop workers who have" greater Competencies
.. .1 4`(5) To enhance4lhe quality of the home as &learning center

1 . . ,. . .

Model IV: A Rural Residential' Model ft/

This model is being deyeloped by the Mountain-Plains
Education and ECononaic Development PrOgran,, Incorpo-
rated, and is located at Glasgow; Montana, on the site of a
deactivated Air Force base. The model focuses on providing
rural disadvantaged families with the necessary emploAneht

'Capabilities, on providing leverage for economic developm4nt
in the .,fireEi, and on improVing "family living. Families arg
selected from a six-state reigion Idaho, Montana, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming:

The progratn for:thie model ih built round the needs of
each family,based upon information'from interviews; persona! .

data; family. interests, needs, and aptitudes; and available
resources. Families are expctsectto'a progtam which leadg. them
through occupational awareness; exploration, and pteparition

the areas of tourism, public services, and health. Additional
,training -is Centered-. round family activities such as money
management, food planning and, preparation, person 94 groom-
ing, home planniri and care, health qdUcation, and phySical
fitness. 1404

it 2,
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0areer Edikcittion ComPonents
4.

.
°

In order fdr local edpcaiii'm agenc1;?lo imspleinent.career
education, they must be required to review their missipn and

. .restructure their Arriculums. Top priority must be given to ...
., ,changing the ittitudes of staff and proyiding- adequate' tirrie

J-for-themto dak=ptil,rriqulums. A ne'w role- will evolve through
c6dperittive efforts of.Che .community ind the schools, and ,

. tiregietrucation iivill Ylve<10-.be. move,d pinto- the mainstream
of4teeducationalprocesg. To accomplish this task, I-loyt fit a/. 2--'0;

0(,1974) have identified five necessary components: (Wtke-class- .!

room teacher, (274:voCational skills rainffig, (3) career develop-
ment,4(4) the horne.irld family, and (5) the workingtommunity.
The following 81.*ussion..dembristrates. how the five., comp15- .

'. nents should facilitate the Wept tiOn'orcareer educatiOn into.
the education sy$em. .

e

*. I.
. : The Classroom Teacher,

. - . -
. )

. .

reer education-askrehat every lassroomteachet.in eyery
tour at every grad level emphasize the appropriate career.
implicat ons of the paiticular subject being taught With this

... -career eduCatibh emphasis; relevancy will be addeti to other-
wise abstract academic subject matter; and the potential for
more ffective employment skills will be realized. A will be '.

'possib 0 for all teachers- to answer. the- question: Why do we
, - .

' teach r what we tech ? - ,
:Hoyt and his -associates have pointed out,that career edti-4

, cation is tibt intended to,miriiinite the irnpbrtance of ttie sub- .

stantive content which teachers seek to help students learn,
buct instead is a way,telrelp studgnts learn more of the oon-

. tnt. It may- be appropriate to reorganize the educational'
. content 'in such a manner that all students see the relation-

if ship between education and making a living. '" I .
.' Career education may. ask some classroom teachers to

modify., redirect, or reemphasize certain efforts. To tie ques-
tion "What orkqek career education expect the classroom

.
teacher to do?" the following seven points.are significant:

o

(I),Career education expects ,teachers to embrace career
education and adopt its basic `aSsump-tions and goals. 4

- r qr l
A VP ,*
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It asks teachers to search their own conscience, their
professional convictions regarding the reasons wily they
hate chosen to teach, the current conditions existing
in their schools, ilit current needs of their students,
and the rapidly changing needs of society that have
resulted in the current career education emphasis.

(2) It asks classrooni teachers to become aware of and
knowledgeable about the career implicntions of the sub.
stantive content they seek to help students learn. This
may °all fdr extra time anla effort On the part of the
teacher, since few knot* about the "real" world'of work,
having spent their workday in the schoolroom.

(3) Classroom teachers must seek out an d Capitalize upon
. the wide variety of means available for emphasizing the

career implications of.the substantive content they seek
to .help students learn. Students will begin, to learn

. through experiences that pertain to a. career or cakeers..
New teaching strategies will be needed to introduce the
career, implications to students in an interesting and
nseanirigful approach.

14) Career education asks the classfoom teacher to empha-
size these implication.s. m ways that will bang dignity
to all honest work and to all workers. Students will see
themselves as prospective workers and will see work

-itself as a positive aspect of our society.

(5) Classroom teachers should emphasize career .impliea-
ticIn as a' means of motivating students to learn more
of the substantive'coritent the teacher is attempting to

leach. This appniach".should add to, not detract from,
the opportunity focoaftidents to learn the subject mat-,,I
ter. Students should be further mdivoted because of
the relatiorishiP.betlkeen what, is being taught and its
meaning to them as potentlal.workeis. :

(6) Career jeclucation asks the leacher to seek out and
capitalize uporictooperative activities involving the
efforts of several teachers, or the *entire teaching staff'
of the school, in order to emphiisize career implications
to sittdentk. Results of theseefforts will be a curriculum

' 4
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..

which is articulated from grade to grade, using the
sitgths of the teaching stall'.

(7) lly, the classroom teacher needs to work coopers-
..

tively with those chatted with responsibility for the
other career education components: Teachers must seek

E . wags' of working cooperatively with other:teachers, the
busineSs-itslustry-labor community, 'counselors, other
supplkfing school. staff, and parents. By bringing to.
gether these-components, teachers will find that learn-
ing will become meaningful to ajl students.

This'cupriculum component does not attempt to lad more
content; rather, it .is intended to infuse career implications
and 'career information into,the existing c rriculuin. In order
to achieve this infusion, in-service educati will be needed to
acquaint' teachers with the concepts of e r er education. Ap-
propriate time should be available beyond the school year for
teachers to make necessara ustments in their curriculum.Frslj
thus capitalizing upon co Munity and reference -resources.
&so, modifications will hisve, to be matte in teacher education.
programs if future teachers. are to be 'prepared to cope with
career education. -

Vocational Skills Training /-

41A

This component of career education is perceived as being
,infused into the present curriculum by All classroom teachers.
VoCational skills training-is intended to'emphasize the concept
that whenever one is acquiring skills related to a proposed area
of occupational choice, he or she is engaged in vocational skills...
training.. I

At the elementary level, the student js helped to become
-t aware of t keoccupations in the community: The prime purpose

at this level is to her!) students become aware of the occupa-
tional world, to helps them become' familiar with the values of
a work-oribnted society, and to incorporate such values into
their personal value structures. Students should, be motivated
by parents and by using various community/resources in the
effort. . ;..

Vocationarskills training at the junior high school level
has its prime purpose teaching students the basic vocational

1,1,3,
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skills which haveapplicability to broad families of occupations.
These experiences will help students decide, from among such
broad families, those that. they might wish to pursue during
the senior high school years. Students should beermitted to
explore several of the fifteen clusters. '

Vocational education is a part of this component. The tradi;
tional vocational education programs found at the secondary
school vlevel must be expanded to provide en try - level skills
development in all fifteen clusters. In addition to manipulative
skills, vocational skills should include knowledge, communica-
tive skills, work attitudes, computational skills, and. human
relations and other learnings. Upon completion of the secon-
dary level, students should possess the skills necessary td:pur-
suq their career,fhoice through avenues of employment, com-
munity technical collegls, or four-year colleges or universities.

Career Development

This component of career development is of importance
because it involves the guiding and shaping of one's life. The
term "career development" refers to the total constellations -of
events, circumstances, and experiences of the individuals as
they make decisions about themselves as prpspective and actual
members of the work force. In this situation, guidance and.
counseling will take on anew emphasis. Informal counseling .
may be provided by all 'classroom. teachers, with the formal
aspects being supplied by guidance personnel.

Career development must be fully understood before it can
be carried out. Hoyt et al. (1974) explained the basic nature
of this component in the following:

(1) Career development is a lifelong process which begins
early in the preschool years and continues. for most

' individuals through retirement.

(2) Personal choices are taking place on a continuing bask
thrhughout. the life of the individual.

(3) Occupational choices are expressed in many forms and
with Many degrees of firmness and insight at various
times in the life Of the individual.

14G,
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(4) Choices are 4nade on the basis of what individuals would
enjoy doing, on the basis -.3.ekt appears possible for
them to do, given their p rsonal arid societal limitation

0.
and strengths, and on t e basis a what is important for
each individual. -

15) The prime goal of areer development lies in its process,'
not its end result. e imp6rtant thing is that the indi-

,vidual chooses, mot al the individual chooses. * .. .,...
46) The wisdom of career ch ice lies in the extent to which

and the basis on which i is a reasoned choice, not in
the degree to which it se ms reasonable to others.

ThioUgh career development, students will be making
appropriate career plans. Programs of study will be arranged
to fulfill the student's, career plan. The end result will be Atu-
dents better prepared ,upOn high school graduation to pursue
their career plqn through employment, community or-tecfrnical

. colleges, or four-year college and meet the demands* placed
. upon them by society.

The Home and Family s
A

The horr4 and family can be of considerable helpin further:,
ing educational objectives. It can also help schools achieve the
goals-of career education. The'capacity of parents to influence
the child's attitude, planning, and coping behavior should' be
recognized and used as an integral part of the educational
process.7

Parents can share 'their occupational roles with students
thrOugh classroom and 2U-the-job activities. Few students have
a good idea of the specific nature of their .parents' occupations.
Classrdom teachers and counselorssbotrld use parents as re-
sources in the 'curriculum. Schools could; with the proper
approval of employers, have the opportunity of using the oCcu-

'pational facilities of parents for student learning activities.*
i Through the combined efforts of the school and parents, a
di new dimension Will be added to the classroom, one thk will /

have the endorsement and reinforeernent of _the, educational
objectives of the-home, and family.

. *

,
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Contributions of the Working Community
. .

The classioom will be extended beyond the four walls...of
the schnolbuilding through this component of career edutation.
Business and. labor must b'ecorne an integral. Part of the career
education program. Provisions should permit the. students to'
be active through 'work observation, work experience, work

study, and cooperative education programs. Also, community.
',personnel might be inembe offa,career education advisory

committee, which would p ovine input into the ,education
agency. The community Mt t provide resource personnel and
materials, to assist classroom teachers in giving carper impli.
cations to their existing curriculums. Finally, exchange pro.
grams between schools and the community should be, arranged
to provide the classroom teacber experiences which will- help
relate subject content to the waiting world. Thron-gh csopera-
tiVe efforts, students will becomb prepared employees with they
tskillsto make them productive, successful, and4satisfied mem-.

I bens of our working society.

Summary . ,..
.. . 0

Career edU4ri-on is scam pr ehensive effort to integrate con.
cots into the existing curriculum of sour educdtion system.

Lib'Programs will e restructured round the theme of career devel.
opmen t;incl

wile
opportunities and requirements in the world

of work: A blending of vocatisnal, academic, and 'counseling -
activities needs to be achieved.'to provide relevancy-for stu-
dents to help. them see the relkionship to future career goals.
Elementary grades will be or anized round the wide range of

. occupations in our economy nd the associated 'societal roles.
In the junior high school, Stu nts will prepare for their chosen
career cluster .with optisns'a liable to them uPon graduation
in the areas of employnient, community technical valleges, or -.-
four -year colleges .or universities. These efforts,can be-reached
oply through involvement of every cl ' sroom teaCher's,proVid-
ing vocational skills training. Agsistan is 'needed from guid:./

- ance personnel in the area of itareerde lopment for each sin-
dent, along with cooper'ative.efforts of a whole dorrimunity.

c.,, , 43
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parent involvement is essential becatise of parents'
influence on attitudes and "actions of students.

The Models. elements, and characteristics presented in this
chapter may serve to provide additional guidelinesend insights
for evenyone_Concerned about identifying or, develdping ways
to 'achieve a mare meaningful and more responsive eOucatiOn
system. .
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Career
Education
and the State
Education' Agency
David L. Jeinier,,
E. Niel CareY*

The rationale for career education,tas it has beeil presented
in this book and elsewhere, includes an impressive Mist oP
human -needs and societal problems which may to a' consider-
able degree be met or solved by directing proper attention to
the career development of individupls.The ,huriian needs in-
clude: the need to know about one's own attributes and inter-

. estS which have both potentiahand implications for career
satisfaction; theneed to know in a meaningful wayAou't the
broad rasige 'of available life career options; and the need ..to
be able -to make and hen implement rational decisions, in--
cludiitg those related

t
0 .k fe career options and 'chokes.

While miny aitOrs 'find. educational institutions are
_

making serious 'efforts to meet.the human needs,' there still-
remain in nearly every community highly visible sign which

tare indicatiye of the extent' or 'degree to which many of the
'human needs reinain. unmet.. Throughout society, there are
students who proceed.mechanically through the several levels
of..the education. system with no real sense of direction; pur-
pose, or gob's. Many such students, dpon exitingfrom tlfe

..edLiCitional arena and entering thre.lroader societal structure,
find theinselves incapable of dealing, or coping with the com

Ns..,....

Specislist in Vocational Guidance.and Chairman, Career Education
Task Force. Maryland State Deparitnent of Education.
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' plexities of the "real world.' And society is then-assigned the
responsibility oEcaring for their needs.

In addition, iu nearly every community, the unemployment
rate of youth continues inordinately high. even though there
are many job openings not being filled. There are of courie
some valid but perhaps, indefensible reasons for.this siturction,
but most wpuld seem to revolve round two themes,that are
prbducts cif the society: job stereotyping and unrealistic expec-.

, tations: Both of there result in frostration and in some
instances rather traumatic experiehces within the youth group:
But again,. it is society which ultimately must assume the
responsibility of caring for needs of individuals who are unable

$

...
-,. returns that.can accrue to society if and when .the concept that

haA-ben presented is transformed into a reality. In this regard,
.. ,.$...r 4

4 .."
) 1 ' .

7.4 :4
44Ev* i '4.

to "cope." . .
. - .
And indeed of equal seriousness in modern society is the

problem faced by the, large numbers oeadults who, after having
worked for many years,uddenly find their 'acquired and
accumulated skills to be outmoted or obsolete,'and hence they
are no longer employible. Many aerospace engineers iri Seattle

. and Cape Canaveral found themselves in this category when
the supersonic transport program was discontinued and when
the Apollo program was completed. Many employees in other
industries are facing similar situations because of the con- .

. tinning refinement and installation of automation. Again, if ,
and when such people became employable, society has to
assume the responsibility of helping them.

These and other related factors, plus the public's consistent
and. persistent expectation..thatv the schools the education
system should prepare those who are involved for economic
self-sufficjency, provide strong incentiyes for educational
leadership to designate weer education as a major priority
in American education. The Scp3104114motivation, obviougly,
is and should be a strong; base for career education efforts irr
the public school& However, care must be taken to keep eco-
nomic motivation from being the only 'base.

As suggested earlier; there are human needs, and -some of
these transcend economic needs. Educational leadership, as
it m9ves4oward assigning high-priority status to career educa-
tion, must also keep in mind the other (in addition to economic)

i
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a major goal, both practical and realistic, for eduo-tion should
relatesto the developmenkof human excellence, of whi y intel-
lectual and occupational development constitute only u its
essential,as they may be of an overarching' whole. C les
.Reich (1970, pp. 5-6) highlighted this thought in The Green ng
of America when he observed that:'

...today's emerging consciousness seeks a new knowl-
edge a what it means to be human, in order that the
machine, having been built, may now be turned to
human ends; in order that man once more can become.
a creative force, renewing and,Creitting his ovQn life
and thus giving life back tohis society.

Career education, as it has been conceived, propounded,
perceived, and developed, holds great{ promise for meeting eco-
nomic needs of -individuals, human and hutnane needs of
people; and perhaps more importantly, needs of society. But
it the ideal of a renewed education system - one that is capable
of helping tomeet those needs and at the same thrie is com:
mensurate with the aptitudes; needs, atrd'interests of thpse it
is designed tat serve is to be reached: it is imperative that
educational leadership act. promptly. Every educator who is
charged with the, responsibility for helpingindividuals young

- and -old alike:- to learn must perceive the total educational'
process as preparation for a total life pattern. Each must also
be'willing and-able, to perceive that an individual's life pattern
will in all probability revolve round ones'career.

The preceding in rip .way rejects or negates other concep-
tualizations relating to the aims of education. There are, and
should be, valid aims concerning personal enlightenment,
Social and physical development, and exploration of the realms,
of knowledge. These are all viable and desirable aims andlend,
support to the recognition that, education must exist in many,
different forms; that no one form will be exactly, right for
everyone. But while there will be differing forms of education
in order that ihe varying needs of individuals may bEttter be
served, recognition of the relationship between education and
one life career pattern should provide the basic. frameworkf-
int4i which all education might fit-,

In this context, it would seem clear that cared education,
as it has been explained here and elsewhere, could provide for

-
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or accommodate a large portion of the framework for educa-
tion. Career education encompasses the full range of educa-
tional endeavor from preschool through the adult years. And
it calls for education systems to be diverse in their organiza-
tion Jo) that they' are able to pro,iide for the wide range of
optitms and opportunities that will.he required.

Career education holds great promise: But while advocating
its acceptance, educational leaders must avoid the temptation
44s has been the case with many other educational innovations)
to view it. as a cure-all or panacea that will cause.all of the
problems 'facing education to disappear. As William Pierce,
'Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education ,

4uson )has- observed:

Career education is nevertheless no mag1 potion.
°It is not going tp`open doors for college students re-
ceiving their A.B. degrees this June or for youngsters
getting their.high school diplomas. Gillen the ihcreas-

. ing interest in the concept, however, an, tri the spirit .

and point of view that lie behind it, we can hope that
the day is no,t too distant when no student will leave-
the classroarkwith the feeling that he hag simply been

, cast adrift. Perhaps at that time a nascent' English
teacher will not have to wonder, as otv baby - sitter`
did, why she had been required to learn where Russia's
principal minerals are to he found..

The State Education Agency

Towaid the ends that have been described, and with the
'help of the 4ducationalleariership represented in -the various

, state and extra -state (territorial) education agencies, consider -
able progress has been made in the entire careet educatioh
thrust throughout the Ration. The progress has been especially
marked during the past five years.

For purposes of illustrating the kind of.progress that has
taken piace, one should consider the fact that in 1968 there
'existed only one state education agency which had recognized
the importance of'carer education by designating a staff mem-
ber to he responsible for its development in the state. By'1973,
well over half of the state education agencies had created such
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positions, and in 1974, nearly every such agency was able Co
name a professional staff m\mber as -being responsible for
career educiation. .

By way of further illustrating the progress that has been
made, one should consider the fact that in 1973 oven half of
the state .education agencies, had developed both position
statements and-state plans relating to career education; this,
from a via* zero point in 1908. And similarly by 1973, roughly
a third.of the state education agencies had identifiable budgets
to be used for the support of career education. And by 1973, .

well over half bf the state eduCation agencies had established --
careerAdueation as a major educational priority.

But while much has already been accomplished in the area
of career education; a great deal more remains to be accom-
plished before learners at whatever educational, evel, and
irrespective of sex, 'race, ethnic origin, or soFioeconornic or .

cultural status = will have apytliing approaching equal access
.to educational programs designed to meet career de'veloprne(1,)t-
needs. -

"The state education agency, having as it does the primary
responsibility for the educational progfarn of the state,is in an
adi/antageous positio'n to plan for, initiate, and facilitate the
implementation of career 'education. It is in reality the. only
education agency capable of influencing,land changing where
necessary, educational programs provided for total, state
populations:

preceding should in no way imply that needed edu-
cational changeser'such as career education -,- can only be
initiated by the state education agency. To infer that this la
the case would be-tragic; tb belie4 that such is the case would
be unpropitious, If, as Hoytet al. 41974) suggest, cheer ed}r-
cation reprtsentsa lesponse to a call for educational reformk"
the call, together with a biggested reform i.e., career educa-
tion Can be.voiced. from virtually any scskinent of society, as
is suggested in Figure 571.

In some states, the initial call for career education may
have'been made by the -legislature: in others, it might have .

been voiced by business, labor, or community organizations;
4nd in others, it may live been called for by the governor.
But while the initial impetus may be generated or supplied by

136
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brAgure 5.1. Segmifitie of 9ocieti4 That Could Initiate
Changetin the Education System

, .

a variety of sources, and if the utlimatq goal is to involve every

1
ttssert its lerrs,hip_role. .., . , 1 114

r learner, it is the Istate eduCation agency that must assume and

(

4.

Strategies. for State Education Agencies

As state and extra-state education agencies have betun to
implement or further strengthen the concept of reer
tion in the educational" programs, various strateg e have been-
erkployed.

Board Resolution and Legislative Directive
In some states, and especially thosesin which prop ss (in'

terms of career education) has been somewhat marked, a bask
and --initial strategy involved securing support, by means of
a d opti o oPsa resolkition or approval of a position statement,
brthe state board of education. in Marylen4, as one example;
the state board of education adopted a resolution relating to
career education in 1971. A copy of the Maryland resolution is
reproduced in Figure 5.2: In others; the initial strategy con-
sisted of securing legislitive approv4I tend, it was hoped: legis- .

0:
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*

Resolution
Maryland State Board of Education

Octobero27, 1971
.

Resolution No. 1971-56
t, . .. \

WHERBASIlhe central.purposee of education to prepare
youth to accept the reality of constructive pathwaysto adulthorido.,
tothelp them to engage these pathways successfully, andlo ass st

' 'them in finding personal relevance in the life options to them
are not being effectively accomplished for large numbers of youth
in the school-system of ou.State, and'

( ..
WHEREAS," one of the goals ,toward which -our education

system must direct itself is the provision for every student to
accitiire the skills which will allow him to make a livelihood for

. himself and for his future farnily, no. matter at what level of
edyeation system he leaves, and ' ' ,

WHEREAS, such skills are not confined to The manipulative
. ,

al, skills but' are all those by which one can use his capabilities in
activities which 'contribute both to individual fulfillment and.
society's maintenance and progress, and . . .

WHEREAS, to make 'public* education in Maryland became
more relevant to today's ;Ids and the needs of the future, it
becomes increasingly evi t that public education 'should be
focused round the theme of career education, and

WHEREAS, the Maryland State Departman0t of Education has
been siiigularlY honored by being selected as the agency to bring

this matter to the attention o key educator% and decision makers

o'

k.101

1'

Re: Career Education

across the nation; now therefore *ors ,...
. -

. , .. .. ....
BE IT RESOI,VE,Dethat the State Board affirms its support of

the concept of career education-and directs the Department to,
deVelop a comprehensive ,plan to serve all youth and adults
iolltfolving career orientation, exploration, preparation for *job entry
or further education, including intensive guidance and counseling
services.

A
'4.

Figure 5.2. Resolution Adopted by the Maryland
State Board of Education
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t

lative appropriations) in suppot.of the concept. Support of< 4

this natui is illustrated by a resolution introdhced recently
in the Kansas State Legislature as shown in Figure 5.3. It
should be noted that notie'dc the' strategies, i.e., state, local, or
legislative, would' in all likelihood be successfully developed .'

- withOut the leadership Of the state education agency.. . r

Task Force. Approach . ,
.

Other strategies developed have related to acquainting,
departmental personnel with and involving-them in the con-
cept that career education does offer viable and desitable .'
alternatives to the existing educational program; -that 'career
education is not intended to supplant or eplacethe existing

rogram, but instead is theant_to strengthen and bolster it. In ,
state education agencies where this strategy has been em-
ployed, in terdiscitofip ary.ta.sk forces have been created to study,,
define, and develop bing-range plans for careerAducation.`The
Maryland State Depaitment of Echicafion, or example,
created such a task force which in turn developed a compre-
hensive five-year plan for career education in the state. The
Kaqsa' State Department of Education created a task force
on careeibeducation that has worked closely with a broad-based
state task force and has developed a ,threetyear plan for the
department. .

Several other states, including California and Utah, have
also used the task force approach and have been able to deal
with related prOblems. This strategy creation and use of a
broad-based or Interdisciplinary task force is usually pi
effective %leans of securing sound advice and guidelines, as
well as bOid-based support.

.

Assessment pf Need4Dissemination, and Involt;ment

- In detetmining or assessing-th need for.career education,
ru oug state education agenci have made widespread use
ot dviscry.groups, citizens. committees, governor's confer-

ees, and the like. This strategy obviously holds the same
ype of poteTtial as the task force approach. Ibis, however,

much broader and more representative in, scope. Through the
use of citizen groups, either at the state or local level, it is

.....t
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Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 82
_By Senator Harder

1-11

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION requesting the state board of education
to encourage, support and promote career education programs in
Kansas sbhpol-districts.
WHEREAS, More than one-half of all youths In the United States who-

end their schooling each year have no salable skill or training with which
to earn a living, and

WHEREAS, Public school programs historically have been primarily
college preparataN with only secondary and limited emphasis.placed on
vocational educationiand such programs have not responded to the needs
of a great number of the youths who pass through the school system, and

WHEREAS Teacher training,institutions generally have not placed
significant emphasis on a career awareness component in teacher
preparation programs, and

WHEREAS, Public school programs, publibli supported vocational
schools and state bolleges and universities have ncit: been able to beep
pace in their educational programs with changing job requirements and
labor market demands: Now, therefore,

Be it resolved by.rihe Senate Of the State of Kenitra, the House of
"Repreartntatives concurring therein: That, In recognitionby the Legisla-

. lure of the State of Kansas of the'urgent need for incorporation into the
public school system of the concefts of career education, including-.
career awareness and career Keparation and exploration, the state board.
of education is herewith requested to provide further leadership in the
field of career education, 82 that state goals and objectives can be
implemented in the school districts of Kansas at the earliest practicable
time. In recognition of the fact that the state board of education already
has articulated statewide goals for career education and has cooperated
in the operation of several individua reer education projects, Including
in-service training sessions, the st to bobrd of education is further
requested to prepare and submit the 1974 Legislature a proposed
action program containing a de iled funding proposal designed as
expeditiously as poisible to make career education oppqrtunities
available IS all. students of Kansas school districts; encourage
post-secondary institutions to incorporate Into their teaches training
prbgrams effective career education preparation opportunities' prepare
guidelines to assist school districts in planning-and organizing career
education programs; provide in-service and other programs as may be
necessary'to reorient teachers serving in the field; prepare, publish and
otherwise disseminate Anaterials for continuing education of school
personnel; evaluate the effectiveness of school, district career education

-,programcand provide such further state-level direction and leadership as
will bring the full benefits of career educating to the youth of tks state.

ao it further resolved: That the secretary of state is hereby diacted to
transmit ;a copy of-this resolution to the chairman of the state board of
'regents, the chairman of the state board of education and to the
commissioner bf education for, duplication and transmittal to every
schOol board member within the state o ansas,

Figure 5.3. Resolution Introduced by the
Kansas State Legislature'
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possible for a §tate education. agency to enlist the help and
support of many people in:t..

(1) Assessing the career needs of indiuldpals for whore the.
education systetb is responsible, including those sub-
populations having special career needs ,

(2) Developing and articulating goals of and for the edu- -

cation system which are more like131 to accommodate
.the identified carer needs of th4 -population(s)

(3) Determining the degree to which the education system
is or is not achieving the goals which have beeniden tided

When this strategy is use.4 in 'order to determine or assess
the need for career educatIon, there willeobviously be a. built-
in mechanisrw for real involvement and for disseminaliOn.of
information about carne education as well. Throu well -
planned and organized uestion and answer sessions, those
responsible for career -ed cation will have an opportunity to
assist the general public in understanding the educational
potential that career education holtr Meeting the needs'
of the learners as well as the goals of Mucatioti.

In Texas, for example, the state education agency-, with the
help of hundreds of citizens from round the state, was able to
develop a series of leirher outcomes. These reflected whaahe
citizens expected the products of the education system to "look
like" upon exit. The information gained was compiled and
published in a monograph titled Basic' Learner Outcomes far
Career Education.11973), and in. this form has been valuable
in giving the agency, together with the public school systems,
a sense of need and direction. In this effort, the elertients of
needs assessment, dissemination, and involvement were clearly
visible.

A strategy aimed more at involve\trient and diss emination
has retently bden deiveloped and used in both Minnesota-and
Texas. In these states, television commercial-type "spots" have
been prepared 'and shown on the television stations through-
out the state: In each instance, the spot deals with some as
pect of the concept of caber education and then invites the
viewer to contact the state e ucation agency (or the regional
service center) for further, in rmation,: In the case of Mintie-

1
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sota, a ,grant for the purpose of preparing the "commercials"
was obtained from one of the large corporations in that state.
As a result Of efforts such as these, it has been possible.to dist:
seminate informatiOn about and involve citizens in career edu-
cation in a contemporary. mode.

. The strategy discussed here has to this point been directed
primarily toward lay citizens. This is not'to suggest that tt.be
used only with lay people. Professional educators 7 classroom
teachers,. building principals, district administrators, college
professors, , and state education ago-icy. personnel can and
*shOUld be involved in much the same manner: The Chamber
of Commerce otthe United States, in a recent publication titled
Blueprint for the Possible, provides some clues as to how groups,
of professional educators might help tip determine what needs'
might etist, and at the same time might themseives become
more aware of the needs. For example, a simple questionnaire

4o),.might be developed and administered to ascertain if, or to
what degree: ,

(1) The school system has with employer groups
to determine entry-level requirements for specific jobs
and occupations for graduates

(2) The school system provides parents with information
on each student's aptitude as a basis for career $1idance

. (3) The school system has established business, industry,
and community grouRs on career education

( 4) The schoolsystem provides a job placement service and
work's with public employment service centers foi its
prospgctive gdduates and students who leave before
completion of formal schooling

(5) Businestand industry have been involved in 'planning
career education programs__ with tie school system

(6)4The scl{ool sysiem has imiored the feasibility of estab.
lishing "Classroomi" outside of the school ip plants,
offices, and the various.social and governmental agencies

(7) The school system makes use of volunteers from indus-
try aAd from government and social agencies as visiting
or adjunct instructors

142 ``
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Obviously, the statementsused here jand adapted from the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce ptiblication) are lading ones. They
can, however, serve as a model for obtainirig information relat-
ing to need, for previding school systems with clues es to hoW 4
they might proceed,'or focreating'among educators an aware-
ness of a need that perhaps had not been previously recognized.
Any of the three seems to be of considerable value in strategy a
aimed at assessrrient of need, dissemination, and meaningful '
involvement.

In Service Programs for Teachers ,

This strategy, while closely related to the ones just dis-
cussed, is of primary importance because in the final analysis
it is the "'classroom teacher who will or will not make eareer
education a reality for every learner. Classroom teachers there-,
fore must lie helped to understand what career education is

. ,and what it is not, what is involved in its proCess, who is
responsible for it, what materials are available to help learners
achieve its goals, and where they can find resources that will
facilitate accomplishment of goals and attainment of putposes.

In nearly every state where significant progress in career
education efforts has been made, the state education agincy
has made good use of this strategy. In Ohio, for example, there

1

is an ongoing in-service program for those who have system-
wide resVortsibilities and those who.shave building responsibili-
ties..Industry, business, and government agencies are brought
into play, and every atte,mpt is made to acquaint the educa-
tors wit hpossible answers to the problems discussed above.

With support and encouragement from state education
v.agency personnel, Ohio educatois having responsibility for

local in-service programs have demonstrated how resourefful
and creative they can be. In one school system, the careeridu-
catidn.coordinator discovered (to his amazement and dismay)
that few if any of the elementary teachers who wert to have
the responfibility of acquainting the youngsters with the world
of work --, had had any work experience other °than teaching.

t As ajesult, and with the cooperation of a nearby university
and the.business and industry community, some sixteen teach-
ers each spent out three weeks learning firsthand about

0
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manufacturing, banking, sales, and so forth (de Cub() and
Zockei, 19173).

Other state education ageticies, such as in Texas and f
gun, have developed and used in-service programs with t
help of regional educational units within the state. In Oregon,
to,r example, each of the regional units ha's a person responsible
for careereducation in thearea served by the regional unit.
These educators meet regularly with state agency personnel
to learn about new developments (in curriculum, for example),

.and wret,urn to their own regions to work directly, with the
teachers in the local ichools and schobl systems. Similar pat-
term; are followed in Texas. This approach to 1n-service pro-
grams obviously greatly expands the -capabilities of state.,
education agency persohnel.

Still other state education agencies either sponsor directly_
or facilitate the sponsorship of in-service programs in career
education for teachers and entire faculties as thecoccasion'war
rants: In any event and in every instance, the strategy invOlv-.
ing such programs should be well conceives and should repre-
sent the beg effort possible to acquaint 'educators with the
points enumerated earlier.

Career educaiidn for most teachers represents a change.
And people, including teachers, are (rely to accept and sup- bs'

port a change to the extent that thegunderstand the need for
it. In this context, an in-service strategy can be crucial.

Sources of Funding

It is well to egnsidei'sirategies that, will provide for the
. implementation or expansion of career education programs in*

a state. The-need for such strategies should be obvious. But at 1

the same time, it should be equglly obvious that most of the
strategies that might or should be used reflect a need for funds
for their support. Yri some cases, the funds needed might be
perceived as "in addition to" existing funds. In other instaiVes;
the needed funds may be derived through a reallocation of
certain funds that are already Available.

As career education efforts were initiated by many s tate
education ag9gies-t fun, were made available for this purpose
from vocational education monies. To a large extent, t#1'sprac-- tice has continued in quite a few states. But as tie concept of

b.
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career education has gained a broader acceptance, state legis-
latures halm begun to appropriate funds specifically for career
education purposes. In Louisiana, for example, the legittlatUrt

,. appropriated some $8 million! in order that career educatibn
might be developed and implemented statewide, with provision
for similar appropriations over a period Of several years. The
Arizonk Legislature, in similar fashion, has-made multimillion
dollar- appropriationo to support the career education efforts,
in that state In Ohio, statetfunds have been appropriated for k

career education on a per-pupil basis. In still other states,
specific funds have beerfinade available for planning efforts in
career education. And in many state'education agencies,.
budgets for career education efforts have been created by re-.
directing some of the exist* funds. -1/4i The funding strategy forkareer education efforts in a state
is vital to the success of those efforts. In developing suc1 a
strategy, state education agency personnel should make every
effort to clearly identify, the funds that will be needed, how
they will be used, and what results might be expected as a
result of the expenditure of thefunds. They should then seek
out ttie most logical source or combination of sources' and
proceed in their 'attempts to secure the needed monies.

Evaluation and Accountability ,

The essentiality of both evaluation 4ind accountability was
discussed in chapter 3, but it was discussed primarili in the
context of curriculum development. A state education agency,
responsible as it is for ensuring the best possible educational
opportunities for the learners,- must-clevelopand use procedures
that will enable it to know that this is happening. T is true
of Ole total educations) program. It is especially tru of 'career
eduCation L q relatively new concept in educatio for which
funds are being sought.

, To date, few state. education agencies have beerP able to
mount full-scale evaluative efforts in the area of career educa-
tion. At the moment, this is understandable, because of the
recency ofithe implementat'on Of catoeer education. But as
efforts in career education ecome more institutionalized and
widespread, there will and btedly be many concerned citi-,_
zens, legislators, and educators who will want to know if the

O
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'dollars invested in career education are realcY; paying .off.
Forivard-looking state education agency personnel will aatici-
pate this and will have developed a strategy that will enable
them to have ready and defensible ,s- answers.

:Teacher Preparation Programs . a

It is true that many state education agencies do not haves ---

direct responsibility for institutions of. higher learning, incluck- .
ing thoarg Whieh offer 'teacher preparation programs. It i§.
equally true, however, thathey are responsible for the institu-
tions which use the products of those teacher training pro-
grams. It would seem plausible, then; fool the 'state education .

agency to be able tO`influence,, tosome degree, the content o
teacher preparation rograms.

.
In several, sta , incluaing Colorado, Ohio, and Nevada,'

these have been lial<1 cooperative wqrliing relationships,
and the stag cation agencies have been able to biting about
a degree of awareness of the need for teachers who,-upon entry ,
into the field, will understand the concept of career education.

at least two states, however, the efforts of the state -

education agencY, have gone far beyond the more or less in-
formal arrangemeas that exist in ,most States.'In Michigan.
and +Washington, cooperative programs and consortia of cer-
tain institutions of higher learning Wove been developed under
the leadership of thk state education agency. -'

Arrangements such as those which. have been created in .

these states hold considerablelpromise for the restructuring of
teacher education programs that is -needed if teachers are to
be "career education oriented" before they accept their first
teaching position. Again,.forward-looking state education
agency personnel will develop strategies designed to bring
about such arrangements. The information about the Michi-
gan effort, (shown in Figure 5.4) will be of interest to such
personnel.

1

Im4ilications for State' Education Agenda .

.
Throughout this book there have been presented discus-

sions relating to concepts, purposes, and models of career edu-
-cation. Earlier in this chapter several strategies that might be

Gr. 146
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Fact Sheet

Whet N It?

The consbniurn is a cooperative organization formed by
faculty representatives froin eight of Michigan's largest teacher
education institutions and a liaison from tne Michigan Department
of Education. The purpose of the csnsortium is to coordinate and

_plan personnel development efforts relevant to the Implementa-
tioh of the Michigan Career Education Model. .

How Was It Formed?
.

The consortium grew out of a series of meetings held late in
1972 between Michigan's Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Dr. John Pqrter, and the Deana of eight of Michigan's largest
teacher. education institutions.

What Is the Consortium's Awl?

The goal of the Career Education Tea Cher Education Consor-
tium is to assist Michigan educators in Increasing their
capabilities to morq adequately. provide learning experiences to
the children, youth, and adults in this State consistent with the

'goal of career education.

Who Are theConsortium Members?

Central Michigan University
Mt.'Pleasant, Michigan

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan

Ferris State College
Big Rapids, Michigan

Michigan'State University
East Lansing, Michigan

D

Northern Michigan University
Marquette, Miehigan

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan.

-Figure 5.4. Michigan's Career Education Teacher
Education Consortium

P 117
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What Are the Consortium's Specific Objectives?

1. To provide Michigan's local education ageQs/ with
appropriate in-service assistance relative to their implemen-
tation o Career education '

2. To mo fy t pre - service programs of Mictilgants educa-
tional person el so as to better prepare these individuals so

. that they can work with Michigan's career education-
programs

3. Tthhelp local school districts ip the designfnd implementa-
tion of career education programs

4.. To inform university faculties about the concept and
programs of Michigan's Career Education Model

how Are the Co'niortium Members Organized? .

*Each institution has a consortium representative appointed by
the Dean of Education. Each institution has a career education
cadre of 14 to 30 faculty members (across all fields of eckfcatiott
and from fields outside professional education). These cadres
work as a team to design personnel development materials,
provide in-service help to local education agencies, and recom-
mend changes in the pre-service teacher preparation program. The
cadres also work with local districts under contract. to the
Michigan Department of Educationto field develop and test
various components of the Michigan Career EduCation Model.
Finally, the cadres provide a variety- of career education
orientation activities for their fellow university faculty colleges.

What Has the Consortium Done to Dale?

Besides the many accomplishments of;the individual cadre,
the consortium itself Is currently engaged hi designing packaged
in- service material related to the awareness and understanding of
career education. During the coming fiscal year, the consortium
will participate in the development of similar packaged in-service
material for infusion of career education, the use of performance-
based instruction in career education, and the planning of career
education programs. Each member will be training personnel to
use these in-service materials and will provide many new services
to local districts throughout 1974-75.

Where Can You Get Additional information?

Contact the Michigan Department of Education liaison person.

Figure 5.4 1ton tinued
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used by state ethfcation agencies to initiate, implement, or
expand career-education were also presented and discussed,
All of these, obviously, have serious implications for state edu-
cationcation agencies; most of the implications relating to these will
not be discussed here. But there are, it would seem, several -
broader issues implicationi which should be brought out.
These include thole relating to implementation or expansion
of career education on a .truly` statewide basis; those relating
to funding Sources or patternsfor career education efforts; and
those relating to the examination, evaluation, and improve-
ment of career educiltiOn efforts and programs throughout the
state. .* . .

. ,
..,

Implementation .

According to-Rasmussen and Carpentei (171), in a recent
descriptive account of career education in the Portland, Ore-
.gon, public schools, the implementation of career education
programs, when contrasted with acceptance, is indeed' a "dif-
ferent' matter. As they have perceptively observed:

Even though there is widespread acceptance of
career education as a function of the ichools,it has
largely remained isolated from the mainstream of the
elementary and secondary curriculum. Toe often it "Es'
still regarded as a last resort to keep youth from leav-
imschool before graduation. Obviously, career edit..
cation has not taken its proper place among the pro,
grams of the schools f.emphasis added). .;

The concern raised by Rasmussen and Carpenter relates
directly to alocal school system. It is, however, quite valid in
terms of career education efforts in many States., fact, at a

. recent conference for state directors and coordinitors of career
education, the matter of implementatibn (and expansion of
effort) was the most frequently mentioned concern.

It 'would seem, then, that state education agencies will
need to examine the matter of implementation of career edu-
cation from al least two points of view: (1) what' steps might
be taken to facilitate implementation at the state or agency
level and (a) what steps might be taken, by the state education
agency, to facilitate implementation at the local level.

1 4
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An itnportant and key element in both considerations teL
fates to the notion of "faCilitifting," and obviously there are
many ways of doing. this planning) funding, being involved,
'and the like. These should not be overlooked. But basic to all,-
on the part of the state education ageay,, would seem to re-
volve round patterns .of organization that can be. established
within the agency itself arid between it andotherttate agencies.

At the State Level

Within the U.fah state educatio,magency, for example, there
was developed an .organization41'structurq that was designed
to define and delineate the roles and functions of all the divi-
sions within the agency as they relate to career education. The
structure (as Seen in Figure 5.5) also provided for the estab-
lishment of a "career:education planning staff,"-made up of the
heads of several, of the departmental divisions and regultu
career education personnel, and for a policy or governing board
made up of the deputy superiritendents.

Through the pattern of involvement and direct partitip -
tion that is illustrated, it is possible to see how. career educ -
tion can be perceived as a departmental activity. When it is so
perceived and is planned by a widely representative group of
agency personnel, the process and prObabilfty of implementa-
tion on astatewideibasis would seem to be greatly enhanced.

In terms of facilitating implementatiOn'of career education,
' a state education agency- may also want, to consider the 'pos-

sibility of establishing formal linkages with other state agen-
cies or institutions having an interest in and a .concerri about'
career education. In Colorado, as one example of this approach,
and as a result of ,a 'cooperatively developed state plafi: for
career education,. an organizational structure ;nvolving the
cooperating agencies was created. In the Colorado approach
(illustrated in Figure 5.6) relationships and basic responsibili-
ties as they relatelto the. executive office, theXdepartment- of s
education, The Commission on Higher Eduoatidn, and the
Board for Community. Colleges and Occupational Education
are defined.

- Obviously, there are differisg needs in the several tates;
th:O4t,he Colored° chart i§ not intended as a.model. It is, how -

'1u0'
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ever, intended to suggest the ways in which state education
agencies might establish desirable linkages. Again, in establish-
ing suc ges, a broad typeaof support can be achieved, and'
because the "performers" are also directly involved in the
process, the possibility of statewide implementation of career
education would stem to beeenhanced.

At the Local Level .

While organizational structures can be (and laave .beeln)
created at the state levelto facilitate implementation-of car
eduCation, attention must be directed to local education agen-
cies. It is after all, at the local level in schoblbuildings and

.... cl ssroo s that major changes such as career education are
, u ima ly implern4nted and effected.

H and in .what 'ays might the state education agency
assist the local education agency in implementing career edu-
cation? Several possible ways or strategies have already been

appropriate

gll should be.serioW considered and used undere$
appropriate circumstances. There is, however, one area in

- whiiii most state education agencies can greatly assist local
educa tip.' agencies in .ti mpliprnentin career education the/areatr, planning. .

Many local schools and school systems already have a
capability for planning. At the gams time; however, many do
not. Regardless of the existence of suctra capability, eyery local
school system copld use to good advantage guides, checklists,
and similar documents that might be prepared and diStributed
by th state eration *agency.

.

and thi end, the Utah Department of Public Instruc-
tion, n cooperation with Georgia, 'New Jersey, Oregon, and
Wiscons)&94 developed-a-krochure titled "A Guide foethe
Implemelytation of Career Education in a Local Education
Agency!' (1973). The guide which, it is hoped; will be avail-
able for! general distribution in the .near future 'de` pes and
explains, the various steps which should be taken as
agence prepares to implement career education. .(The .major
steps are portrayed in the 'acheinatic shown in Figure 5.7. They
are broken down into component itepi and explained in the
guide.)

15:1'
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In examining va ous ways in which th14 implementatio'n
process can bel tated one must not overlook the import-
ance of ena ing and supportive legislation. Through the
leadership demonstrated by several state education agencies,
'several state legislatures have designed laws that are highly
supportive of career education. In addition, the Senate's bill
on education (S. 1539, being considered at this writing)* also
contains provisiOns that are supportive of career education.
Both binds of efforts at the state and national levels are crucial
to the overall 'success of career education, and educational
leadership should con tinut to encourage them. It should be
noted, however (as has apparently been thought in some
instances, that implementation efforts do not end with legis-.
ation; they must still be made after the laws are passed.

Atoordination of Effort

Attention should be given by state education agencies to
the matter of coordinaticA of effort with local agencies on the
one hind and with national agencies on the other. In addition,
as Weis demonstrated at the National Career Education Con-
ference for State Directors and Coordinators in Dallas, Texas,'
on April 29 through May 1, 1974, there is also a need for co:
ordirption of effort, to the utmost 'degree possible, among the
state education agencies as they continue to develop and imple-
ment programs of career educatiom

co

Funding

There may be thole who would suggest that adequate
funding for cateer education is an integral part of the imple-
mentation prOcess that it Abould hive been included as a
separate topic under that heading. Obviously, adequate fund-
ing is a necessary ingredient of something called facilitation.
But how is adequate funding to be secured? Who is respo ible
for securing it? Frorii what - sources can it be obtained.

*§Ancelhese papers were wrttreli, Congress enacted Section 40, Title
IV, P.L. 93-3?0, making career education a part of U.S.
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For the reasons implied by the questions, it should be clear
that the matter of adequate fuiiding for career education is
indeed a serious concern and/that it has major implications
for the state education oancy. As gich, it is treated separately
in this chapter, even though the interrelationships noted, as
well as others, do exist between funding and implementlition.

Career educlition, as with all aspects of public educatio,
is dependent upon three sources for funding, federal: state, and
local. Tax dollars are available only from those sources; there
is no question about this. But with.the sources as a "given," in
what proportion should theiletessary funds be made available
fro the several sources? This Lw a question for which there is
norady or pat answer, lor"th("proper" answer will vary from,
state to grate. There is, however, a rule of thumb which -might
be appropriate for conaiderationi If the funds are needed for
developmental efforts -.7 for seeding purposes the statesrig&nwell look to the national level foc funds needed to sup-
port .andfacilitate the development or "Feeding" .process.

Once the development processei have. taken place, and-if
career education is perceived as a legitimate segment of the
overall educational program in a state, state education agencies
may want to include in the regular educational approW tions.

that are proposed the funds that are needed to ma ntain
career-edmmtion, including funds for in-service activiti

(In ctaiptprI, it is emphasized that career educati n can--
not must not be per-ceived as an "add-on" to qisti g edu-
cational progranks. Instead, it has been stresced that career
education should be an integral part of the existing educ ional
piogram. This obviously would. suggest that considerable sup-
Oprt for career education might be found in funds that already
are being appropriated in support of education.)

If the funding patterns that have been suggested were to
be follow41, it wouldrbe logical that as career education pro-
grams become operational in the schools, the-local school sys-
tems would assume roponsibility for those expenditures
normally associated with those agencies the cost of books,
materials, transportation, and so oil, related to career
educ tion.

e .preceding is, intended to be suggestive; answers to
specific problems and "best procedures" will differ from state

fir
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to state. The implications for all state education agencies, how-
ever, would seefri to be quite common to all.

Evaltkation-
,

Just as funding is closely related to implementation, so-
evaluation 'closely relate` to funding. This point has already
been made. It is, however, of sufficient import to warrant re-

p emphasil at this point. The importance of evaluation, in terms
of securing -adequate funding, is. also sufficient .to warrant
separate treatment of the topic.

Obviously, if career education is as Hoyt et al. (1974)
have suggested a response to a call for. reform ire American
education, and if, as has been suggested by any number of
people, career education holds considerable promise in terms
of meeting the changing needs of youtil and of society,.it should
be tried. It must be implemented in a carefully planned man-
ner, and it must be implemented with fairly specific mils or
purposes in mind. And as it is implemented, provision must
be made for determining how well the see& are actually being
met, what areas or components are not meeting the needs, and
what modifications should be madeto mention but a few. The
state education agency, again, is in an ideal position and has

ideal role to facilitate, encourage, and coordinate
and

efforts.
With the support alid 1 actership of career education per-

sonnel in the state educati, agency, lo al vedpcation agency
personnel can develop, or adapt, an administer evaluative
instrurliedts that are designed to afher information of the

'4' type described earlier. The instruments themselves might well
be developed, either in final form or in some adaptive form,
by (or under the sponsorship of) state' personnel.

.' -.Perhaps the key role in' evaluation efforts that ca be
assumed by the state education agency, insofar as career eclu-

LAation is concerned, is in the assimilate analysis,
and dissemination of data. A' was noted previouW most
management information systems do not include provisions for
accumuliting such data; the implementation process itself has
only just begun:But thre is a critical need for information
aboutAhe strengths and weaknegses of career education. Some

40.
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efforts along these lines are being arried out by the National
institute of Education; others a being encouraged by E.

. Much more will have to done, however, and the state ed -
Cation agency is, in all probability, the most suitable -entity
to dothe job..

4
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Throughout this book anattempt has been made to foctis
on career education and the state education agency. It is ob-
vious that the authors believe in the potential of that agency.
No other education agency is in a position to' attack and solve
statewide problems'in education; no Wei agency is in a posi-

° lion to facilitate, support, and, maintain needed educational
r . changes i.e., career edUcation on a statewide basis. -

The authors of this.book would in no way-imply that the
translation of the concept of career education from an idea to
a reality will be a simple task. They would, however, strongly
suggest that without the leadership, support, and facilitative
assistance' of the state education agency, it will be an impoa-
dible task. '

The several roles that might be taken seem to be clear; the
implications seem to stand out. with equal clarity. What re-

- mains, then, is the job itself. Suggestions have been made as
to how the job might be accomplished, and models hiave been
used for illustrative purposes. Most of the suggestions and
models have been generated by the people who will be and are
getting the job done. These of course are the state directors
and coordinators of career education the professional edu-
cators in the state education agency who are charged with the
responsibility for translating a concept into a reality.
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